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b- Car-t~ain Ronald W1. Scott.l
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overview of theý physical features arnd reso-urces in

Antarctkica and the So'uthnern O-c!ea--n. Nex t. it deta~ilsth

hilstLory 0-ct aims.- and interests over Antarctic territory,

wih articular emp~hasis on United Staelci~~s
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resojurces and potential e-xrloration and e".ploitation of

nonliving hvnoabr nd mineral resourcDes. The thesis
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D(-Jlicyma~k~jrng and recommends a broader zrole for tlhe.

iie'artme.-t- of Defernse7 ina4 ssoia aeya~
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confrontation over the impending minerals regime.

,Sus-pen-sion of South Africa from consultative status is

recommended as' a means of dampening United Nations'

opposition to the minerals regime, and of preventing

eventual dissolution of the regime over these and other

issues.
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INTRODUC.T ION

The "Queqtion of Antarctica"(1) is one that the world

community of.!nalions chose to ignore until the mid-1980s.

When it was negotiating a regime to govern the world's

ocean space, the United Nations Convention on the Law of

the Sea (UNCLOS)(2) left untouched the. concomitant

problems posed by Antarctica and its surrounding Southern

Ocean. This omission resulted in part because the

likelihood of failure to reach consensus regarding ocean

space.in general would have been heightened by their

inclusion, and in part because of a general sense of a

lack of immediacy to resolve Antarctic issues.

Antarctica has been effectively administered by the

consultative parties of the United States-initiated

Antarctic Treaty system since 1961(3). That regime, for

purposes of protection of the environment and its eco-

systems and international cooperation in scientific

research, is tacitly recognized by the international

community as the legitimate administrative power in

Antarctica and the Southern OCearn(4). As the advent of a

minerals regime that will permi.t- exploitation of the

gion's non l givi -' resourf-es draws near, however, th,

oLDutside world' • .. r. Unlted Nations, I5

shojwirig increasing interest in partic,:ipa:ting in At 'Darcti



affairs.

This arti'cle begins with a geographic overview of the

region, follo:ed by a summary of histcrical bases for

claims and interests. It concludes with the

identification of and suggested solutions for select

domestic and international problem areas confronting the

United States as it strives to continue its traditional

leadership role in maintaining the ever-more-fragile

Antarctic Treaty system.

CONTINENTAL AND OCEANIC FEATURES AND RESOURCES

Antarctica is unique among the seven continents in

many respects. Its land mass comprises almost one tenth

of the earth's land surface, an area nearly one and. one-

half times the size of the United States(5). The coldest

of all continents(6), Antarctica is covered almost

entirely by a one-to-three mile-deep layer of fresh-water

ice, giving it the highest continental eievation(7).

Because its average annual (water equivalent)
precinitation amounts to only a few: inches(B). Antartic a

is, irr &c'lc!oic terms. a ,dese-rt. Its cne rivrer, " ...

ny:,I flo1.... on ,. t- . i •--s and -'hien .. .,_ _L,

summirier s ea:} ,n -Io e;tf.i.e" of r or Iand. vre
inhabit, the - "tietlO .



Geologists hypothesize that Antarctica was, during the

Mesozic Era (,some 100 million years ago), along with

Africa, Australia, India, Madagascar, and SOuth America,

part of the supercontinent Gondwanaland(1l). Through

continental drift, however, Antarctica was eventually

isolated in its present location(12). Today, its closest

neighboring continent, South America, -lies over six

hundred miles away, while the nearest population center,

Buenos Aires, is 1,800 miles away from the Antarctic

peninsula( 13).

Existing and potential Antarctic resources span the

widest range. At one extreme, research scientists have

used the desolate continent as a standard of comparison

for the detection of interplanetary life(14).

Antarctica is also the most fertile source on earth for

fallen meteorites(15).

At the other extreme, and of more pragmatic interest,

the continent and its shelf are believed to contain vast

mineral deposits, including chromium, coal cobalt,

copper, diamonds, gold, iron, manrganese, n-oŽ-iei, uraniurm,

and other scarce mineral resounrces( 6. s belieft is

su~prlldby rect.tOcc-Urireric.s orsome :triese

minerals( 17), and the generai•. :accepted .

advancred by pl te te,- toc, •'.ol,_s_.z th-. . Arti.ar::t. a . nd



its continental shelf share the known mineral deposits

found in the 'rest of the former Gondwanaland, including

South Africa and South America(18). The continental

shelf may also contain natural gas and oil deposits in

the magnitude of tens of billions of barrels, a cache

roughly on a par with known Iranian oil reserves(19). To

date, both the continent and its shelf have not been

commercially exploited, because it has been economically

and politically unfeasible to extract their bounty.

Antarctica's ice is also an important potential

resource. The continent contains nearly ninety percent

of the world's fresh water(20), which may be the key to

* this planet's hydrologic balance in the next century and

beyond.

In contrast to theoretical continental-based

resources, offshore living resources in the Southern

Ocean are of known abundance, and are easily harvestable.

At the base of the region's ecosystem is the krill, a

five centimeter-long shrimp-like crustacean which is the

major food source for five species of whales, three types
Of seals, tW y h and various bird and cephalopod

oc.lains2) :'l ~eso aLbnr1ur.d in the_ Soýuthern

S.e.=n h•hat i- is esmimated t•h s-.....abie '_!dz equal

to or gr-ater than the mcurrent tta ri mariane c•ato



could easily be harvested each year(22). Because it has

such a high p rotein content, krill is an invaluable

potential source- of human sustenance for developing"

nations. Despite its potential benefits to mankind,

however, it is universally recognized that uncontrolled

depletion of krill would have a devastating and

irreparable impact on the food chain in the Southern

Ocean. The Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic

Marine Living Resources(23) was negotiated and came into

force in response to this potential environmental impact.

HISTORICAL BASES OF CLAIMS AND INTERESTS

More than a decade before the inception of the

Antarctic Treaty regime(24), Jessup noted that "a claim

with reference to submarine lands and waters adjacent to

the Antarctic continent must find basic support in the

maintenance of a claim to sovereignty over the land

itself. '(25) In spite of the fact that territorial

claims are frozen under the Antarctic Treaty regime(26),

Jessup's statement h-L-5ight:- the need ti. analye and

understand the hitorDca' baý-_-. c' national claims and

inrerests when attempt inr to asseSS the current
•" " " "~~ •ion. This sc.o

e po ti c a I_. u n n - r sect-' rI

present-s an overie4 -f national interests, with



particular emphasis on United States interests.

Antarctica was the last continent. to be discovered.

The ancient G~reeks believed that a large land mass

existed in the south to counterbalance northern

continents(27). Antarctica was first circumnavigated by

Captain James Cook in 1772, although the continent itself

was not actually sighted until 1320, by one or more of

three explorers: Palmer (USA), Bransfield (U. K. ), and

Bellingshausen (USSR).(28).

The foci of interests in Antarctica in the nineteenth

century were whaling and seal hunting in the Southern

Ocean. Interest in scientific research developed at the

turn of this century. In 1911, Amundsen (Norway) became

the first person to reach the geographic South Pole,

ahead of Scott (U. K.)(29).

Between 1908 and 1940, seven countries laid claims to

parts of Antarctica and adjacent offshore areas,

including: the United Kingdom (1908), New Zealand (1923).

Australia (1933), France (1932). Norway (1939), Chile,

and Argrentina (1940)(30). Sector3 claimed by Argentina,

.Chile, and the United Kingdom larsely overlap and are

hotly" disputed(S31). Other ol.ai""-ri,•ts _-Tr recocn•' e o

at le-as- do not riispute each other's re iritori. -Ll

claims (r2) . A large sector - approxi-mately fifteen



percent of the continent - has never been officially

claimed by any nation(33).

Australia,.France, and the United Kingdom base their

claims primarily on the discovery theory(34), with the

underlying assumption being that Antarctica was and is

terra nullius ("territory of no one"). However, inchoate

title to land claimed by discovery must', under

international law, be perfected by effective occupation

within a reasonable period(35). Because no claimant

nation can be sure that its historical activities or

occupation of scientific research stations meets either

the effective occupation or the reasonable period test,

alternative bases of territorial claims are invoked to

supplement the discovery theory. These include

exploration(36), continuity(37), contiguity(38), the

sector principle(39), and uti possidetis(40). Even

activities conducted pursuant to the Antarctic

Treaty(41), such as scientific research, the exercise of

administrative authority(42), and minerals exploration

and exploitation(43), may bols ter tradi t. ional bases for

claims, or constitute new ones.

By .107, when the inte.rnational G my- - 1 Year(44)

commenced, five other naitions - Belgium, Japan, Zouth

Africa, the United States, and the Union of Soviet

0



Socialist Republics - claimed historical interest in

Antarctica(45), though none made any official territorial

claim to terriltory, nor recognized antecedent territorial

claims of others. It is particularly noteworthy that the

United States never formally made an official claim to

Antarctic territory, since it has the most extensive

history of activity on the continent among all interested

and claimant nations(46).

The first documented American activity in Antarctica

was a sealing expedition to the South Georgia Islands in

1790(47). After Captain Palmer's disputed first

discovery of the continent in 1820(48), Congress

commissioned a worldwide scientific operation, the

Wilkes' United States Exploring Expedition, headed by

Navy Lieutenant Charles Wilkes(49). Wilkes surveyed and

mapped 1,500 miles of the Antarctic coast (in what later

became the Australian Antarctic Territory), and firmly

determined Antarctica's status as a continent(50).

An eighty-eightyear lull in American activity ensued,

until Admiral Richard E. Byrd undertook two unofficial

exNeditions which brought large-scale mechanized

exZ:;Loration to Antarctica for the first t.ime(51) Te'-

first, between 1922 and 1930, gave rise to the first

fI iIt over the SoUth Pole in 12.9(52). On this

'-



expedition, Byrd surveyed Marie Byrd Land, an area east

of 150 degrees W, overlapping the western border of New

Zealand's claim, the Ross Dependency(53), and

unofficially claimed it for the United States(54). He

also established the first American base, Little America,

on the Ross Ice Shelf(55). Byrd's second expedition,

from 1933 to 1935, continued work in Marie Byrd Land(56).

After Byrd's private expeditions, Lincoln Ellsworth

carried out two operations in 1935 and 1939, which

although privately undertaken, were sanctioned by the

Department of State(57). Ellsworth laid claim on behalf

of the United States to Ellsworth Land, adjacent to Marie

Byrd Land and the Antarctic Peninsula(53).

Consistent with established international law

principles, the United States official policy was that

Antarctica was not susceptible to being validly claimed

absent effective occupation(59). Therefore, the United

States did not ratify either Byrd's or Ellsworth's

claims.

-iral Byrd ledf- the first official United States

e pedition to) Antarotic-a in 19. twa empowered to

lay te groundworl. for an otfi<al -laito Antarrti

terri...,_ory, and did so iy ill:,lanin, t.e American flag and

placing written claim flyers in cairns arcund 11arie Byrd



and Ellsworth Lands(60).

Several military exercises took place in Antarctica

after World War II, with dual missions of training and

strengthening the basis for a claim to Antarctic

territory by the United States. Operation Highjump, in

1946-47, was the first of these exercises(61). With

4,700 military personnel and eleven members of the press

corps, thirteen ships (including, for the first time, an

aircraft carrier and icebreakers), nineteen planes, and

seven helicopters, this is the largest recorded

expedition ever undertaken to Antarctica(62). Operation

High jump had as its missions aerial photography of the

continent and airdropping of claims flyers(63). In the

U.S Naval Antarctic Developments Project, 1947 (Operation

Windmill), claims leaflets were again airdropped in

containers and deposited in cairns, and extensive

military training and equipment testing took place(64).

The United States government, however, never officially

consummated any territorial claim in Antarctica.

In 1954-55, in advance of the International

Geophysical Year(65), the United States Navy Antarctic

Expedition conducted reconnai sance surveys and

established the project's support base(Q). The ensuin.ý

operation, Deep Freeze I, from 1955-56, established the



first permanently-manned base, Naval Air Facility,

McMurdo, on Rbss Island, and put in place the Antarctic

Development Squadron Six (VXE-6)(67).

Antarctica's status as either terra nullius or res

communis ("territory of all") remains unresolved.

Claimant nations invoke the former classification as a

means of justifying their territorial claims, while non-

claimant interested nations and the world community-at-

large consider the continent to be res communis,

insulating it from national appropriation(68). Also

unresolved are the status and sovereignty issues

regarding Antarctic ice formations, particularly the

extensive shelf ice(69), with features similar to terra

firma.

THE ANTARCTIC TREATY REGIME

For eighteen months during 1957 and 1958(70), the

international scientific community engaged in the first

cooperative venture in Antarctica - the International

Geophysical Year. This research project was a non-

covernmentally-sponsored effort under the auspi.es of the

Int-e~raatic.Lnal Ccuncilo ceii Uri on,-`1) and

invo',it sc ient is••s from twelve naticns operatag=

sixty-six stations(72).



The-support role of the United States Naval Support

Force was extensive and invaluable. It included the

first regular flights to and from the continent,

establishment of inland research stations by tractor

traverses, and the first use of giant cargo planes to

airlift supplies to the South Pole's Arriunden-Scott

Station(73).

At the end of the International Geophysical Year, the

Soviet Union announced that it would maintain its

stations and continue scientific research. President

Eisenhbwer, anticipating an unwanted extension of the

cold war between the superpowers, quickly organized a

multilateral conference among the twelve claimant and

historically interested nations to arrange multilateral

administration of the region for continuing scientific

research activity(74). Within six weeks of the convening

of the conference, the Antarctic Treaty(75) was signed by

the twelve "original signatory" nations present, on

December 1, 1959(76). The treaty entered into force on

June 23., 1961(77).
The treaty originally aoplied' only t the continent

and ice formations located s.., oz ,,xt dtgreei south

latitude(783). It declared tht. Antarctica would 1,e used

only for peaceful purposes(,,) The .provded for

1*. **v p ovd d o



freedom of scientific research(80) and cooperation among

the contracti'ng parties in carrying out scientific

research, including sharing of personnel and research

data and findings(81). It established a kind of tenancy

in common over the entire treaty area, including

cotenants' research facilities, which are subject to

formal unilateral inspection at any time by any

contracting party(82). Consistent with its charter, the

treaty prohibited military operations(83), atomic

explosions(84), and nuclear waste disposal on the

continent(85). The treaty froze the issue of territorial

claims, and further provided that neither new claims nor

extensions of existing ones would be recognized(86).

Although the treaty established no formal governing

structure, fourteen in camera biennial consultative party

meetings have been held since 1961(87), from which 164

formal recommendations have resulted, on issues ranging

from mineral resources to telecommunications to

tourism(88). A majority of recommendations concern

pjrotection of the Antarctic environment and

ec. s ys tem( 89D

These recomraendaticns are the only formal policymaking

mechan1sm of the Antartic Tren.- reime. The Antarctic

Treaty regime administers Antarctic affairs by consensus.

1*o



For any recommendation to become binding, it must be

unanimously adopted by consultative parties present at a

meeting and formally ratified by the governments of all

consultative parties(90). To date, 138 recommendations

have been adopted(91).

The most recent consultative meeting was held in Rio

de Janeiro from October 5-16, 1987(92). Significant

recommendations adopted in Brazil included, among others,

establishment of a presumption that consultative meeting

documents are public, unless labeled as restricted

(reversing prior practice)(93), and adoption of

environmental impact assessment guidelines consistent

* with United Nations Environment Programme principles and

United States domestic law(94). The parties deferred

adoption of recommendations concerning limitations on

tourism and nongovernmental expeditions, depletion of the

ozone layer over Antarctica, and creation of an

organizational infrastructure to support the Antarctic

Treaty consultative process(95).

The isEsue o-f an ore.anizationaii rnfr.str.ucturr- i1

j-.iull 4aiet, Te Antarctic-- Tret---y regime has

thrived over the t twentoy six years without a

oureauzracv. It has neither a serreC.arial. nor an

inzernational headquarters. Early object.ion to a such a



governing structure by the United States and other

original signratory consultative parties was based in part

on a desire'to carry out scientific research informally,

free of the encumbrance of a bureaucracy(96).

Additionally, the United States initially wanted neither

Soviet nor United Nations participation in such a

governing structure(97).

OOver time, however, new considerations have developed

that militate in favor of creation of some kind of

infrastructure for the regime. The number of treaty

parties has grown from twelve to thirty seven since

1959(98), with political and socioeconomical divergence

more extreme than that of any other international

organization on earth. Fear of Soviet mischief in

Antarctica has proven to be unfounded. In fact, United

States representatives privately acknowledge that their

working relationships with Soviet counterparts within the

Antarctic Treaty regime are excellent. Additionally, the

entry into force of treaties subsequent to, but

interdependent with, the Antarctic Treaty(99), coupled

wit.h the imienrding establishment of an. A-narctc minerals

regime which will have a secretariat and

inf"at"uct•ure 100', make the est-abli.-Jment-, ,--1 of a core

infrastruct-ure for the Antarctic Treaty system a



necessity. Finally, interest in Antarctica on the part

of the United' Nations(101), other international

organizatiorls(102), states not party to the Antarctic

Treaty (103),; nongovernmental organizations(104), and

private persons(105) has increased dramatically since

1959, particularly in the last five years.

At the fourteenth consultative party meeting, the

United States presented a working paper on establishing

an infrastructure for the regime. The paper addressed

four perceived areas of concern: 1) support for

consultative meetings, 2) archives and information

dissemination, 3) relations with external organizations,

and 4) financial administration(106). While the United

States has tempered its opposition to an infrastructure

and now recognizes a need for "some type of small or

modest secretariat or office," (107), a minority of

treaty parties still opposes the establishment of any

sort of infrastructure, based, in part, on a fear that

additional organization "would alter the present system

in [unspecified] unforeseen ways. "(108) DiL.scussionot

thp .roblem was tabled until the .teent.. .onsultat.ive

meetinl.

"!,ri aditional concern relater- to the crfni-.ai

issue is the increasing cost a's:.'...iate. wit ""-i-



consultative party meetings. Under the current

arrangements consultative parties volunteer to host

meetings and individually bear the full cost of hosting

them. As the membership in the consultative party

structure has expanded to include many third world

nations, the ability of a wider circle of members to bear

the financial costs of hosting meetings has been

strained. Additionally, the lack of diplomatic relations

among and with several new members impedes new members

from hosting meetings. Discussion of this problem area

was similarly raised and deferred at the fourteenth

consultative party meeting(109).

While any United Nations member-nation, or any other

nation invited by all the consultative parties, may

accede to the treaty, only those acceding nations that

conduct "substantial scientific research activity in

Antarctica, such as the establishment of a scientific

station, or the dispatch of a scientific expedition"(110)

can achieve consultative party status, and share

administrative power with the original signatory
consultative parties.. Formal admission of consultative

parties takes place at special consultative meetinEs, of

which there have been seven to date(111).

WThile the discretion as to what activity is

1 7



substantial enough to merit consultative party status

rests solely with the sitting consultative parties, every

nation that has sought consultative party status thus far

has gained admission to the governing body. The eight

nations that have joined the original signatories as

consultative parties include: Poland (1979), the Federal

Republic of Germany (1981), Brazil (1983), India (1933),

the People's Republic of China (1985), Uruguay

(1985)(112), Italy (1987), and the German Democratic

Republic (1987)(113). Collectively, the eight entrants

expended hundreds of millions of dollars to achieve

consultative party status(114).

Acceding nonconsultative parties-state attend sessions

only at the invitation of the consultative parties. They

have been allowed to attend regularly since 1984(115).

These states have no voice in decisionmaking. The

seventeen nations that have acceded to the Antarctic

Treaty and not gained consultative party status include:

Austria, Bulgaria, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Democratic

People's Republic of Korea., Denmark, Ecuador, Finland,

Greece, Hungary, the Netherlands, Papua New Guinea, Peru,

[epuIic o orea. Romana Spain, and. Sveden( 116)

.everal ac,•diný', nonconsu ltative states, namely Peru,

the Repub lic ... ' Krea, Spain, and Sweden( 117), are

•t.J



expected to seek consultative party status in the near

future, and rriay try to accelerate their applications in

order to gain consultative status before a minerals

regime is concluded, to ensure their permanent

representation on the governing commission(118)

Privately, some consultative parties have expressed

concern over the relative ease by which states gain

consultative status. There is also a perceived need to

establish some sort of threshold level of scientific

research activity that must be maintained in order to

continue consultative status. This issue derives in part

from the concern over the relative stagnation of the

programs of two original signatory nations-Belgium and

Norway, which, by virtue of their status as original

signatories to the Antarctic Treaty, enjoy permanent

consultative party status irrespective of their level of

activity or maintenance or non-maintenance of

stations(119). At the fourteenth meeting, the United

States proposed the adoption of three guidelines for

states seeking consultative party- status, based on past

scientif actiL.vities, prospective activities, and

zprogram manafement in Antarotica( 120). Ths g' id L ines

w rat_. by the rerime into its no..indinL fina

report; p 121-)

.I



Management of Living Resources

While the Antarctic Treaty itself did not encompass

the management of Antarctic resources, the concern for

the protection of living resources became the primary

focus of the consultative parties soon after the treaty

took effect. Over the years, three significant

agreements, building one on the other, were reached

regarding the preservation of the Antarctic ecosystem:

the Agreed Measures for the Conservation of Antarctic

Fauna and Flora(122), the Convention on the Conservation

of Antarctic Seals(123), and the Convention on the

Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources

(CCAMLR)(124). Together with the Antarctic Treaty, these

codicil treaties comprise the Antarctic Treaty System.

CCAMLR is particularly significant, in that it extends

the geographic "jurisdiction" of the Antarctic Treaty

System northward to the Antarctic Convergence(125). The

primary goals of CCAMLR are to regulate fishing of

depleted finfish stocks and to control the harvesting of

kril(126), which are most heavily concentrated within

200 nautical miles of the Antarctic ::Ccntinentr. and various

islands south and north of sixty degrees latlitude(127).

CCAMLR was negotiated from 1973 to 1930 by the

2 .0



Antarctic Treaty consultative p.arties, Poland, the

Federal Republic of Germany, and the German Democratic

Republic, with technical advice from the nongovernmental

Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR)(128).

At the final meeting in Canberra, observer status was

conferred on the International Union for Conservation of

Nature and Natural Resources(129). Observer status was

denied to the Republic of Korea, the Netherlands, and the

European Economic Community, largely because of Soviet

and East European objections(130). The negotiating

parties also rejected a request by India and other

nations to insulate the Indian Ocean sector from any

krill harvesting activities sanctioned under CCAMLR(131).

CCAMLR clearly perpetuates and broadens the power base

of the Antarctic Treaty consultative parties over

Antarctic and Southern Ocean activities. States acceding

to CCAMLR must agree to "acknowledge the special

obligations and responsibilities of the Antarctic Treaty

Consultative Parties to the protection and preservation

of the environment of the treaty area, (131) and are

prohibited from asserting or recognizing territorial

claims in Antarctica arid the Sou-thern Ocean, 133).

Wihile states which are original signatories to CCAMLR

automatically are members of the regulatory commission,



only those acceding states which "[engage] in research or

harvesting a-tivities in relation to marine living

resources, to the unanimous satisfaction of commission

members, may join the commission, and then only while

they maintain research or harvesting activities(134).

Antarctic Mineral and Hydrocarbon Resources Policy

The issue of resources exploitation did not figure

prominently in negotiations over the Antarctic Treaty,

where it was expedient merely to quickly formalize some

sort of foundational cooperative regime. In fact,

except for an indirect reference in Article IX to the

* consultative parties' responsibility to protect living

resources(135), the treaty is silent on the issue of

Antarctic resources. Perhaps this was because, at that

time, the necessary technologies for extraction of

nonliving resources did not exist.

Interest in developing nonliving Antarctic resources

developed within the regime in the early 1970s. That

interest was advanced primarily by the United States,

which has consistently urged that the definition of

permissible "peaceful purposes" in Article I of the

Antarotic Treaty enoompzasses not only shared acctes to

AntarctLca" fcr research purposes,. but also the ri'gh to
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exploit continental and offshore mineral and other

nonliving resources. so long as strict environmental

protections are observed(136).

South American claimant nations initially opposed the

United States' initiative to consider nonliving resource

development, fearing erosion of their tenuous juridical

positions concerning their territorial and concomitant

offshore claims(137). Although tempered somewhat over

time, this defensive claims-based opposition has carried

over into the current minerals regime negotiations.

Japan and the'Soviet Union also initially opposed

minerals and hydrocarbon resource development, based on a

perception that existing environmental safeguards were

inadequate to preserve the ecosystem(138). As

technologies and political and other considerations

advanced, their opposition gave way.

The consultative parties first informally discussed

the need for regulation of Antarctic minerals activity at

the Sixth Consultative Meeting(139). The first

recommendation pertaining to minerals came out of the

Seventh Consultative Meeting, which u r*eJ. further study

Of the effects of minerals exploration( 140).

At the Eighth Consultative Moeting. the partiets :a.reed

t.o voluntary unilateral restraint whi]le t-Le rk-:rime



pursued Antarctic minerals development(141). They also

invited SCAR to participate in the development of an

Antarctic minerals policy by preparing a preliminary

assessment of environmental impact, and set the stage for

a special preparatory minerals meeting in Paris in June

and July, 1976(142).

The conclusion by SCAR that the risks to the Antarctic

environment from minerals exploration and exploitation

were not too great to rule out such activity

altogether(143) gave impetus to continued discussions.

The principles derived from the Special (Paris)

Preparatory Meeting were adopted in Recommendation

IX-1(4)(144) at the Ninth Consultative Meeting. These

principles set the stage for all future Antarctic

minerals negotiations, and consolidated responsibility

for development of policy in the Antarctic Treaty

consultative parties. The parties also agreed at the

Ninth Consultative Meeting to urge their nationals and

states not party to the Antarctic Treaty to refrain from

any minerals activity pending implementation of a

minerals regime(I145).

The recommendation that followed at. the Tenth Meeting

stated that the prospective rninera'.2 re.gme would cvern

all aspects of Antarctic mineral resources activi'te-



found acceptable by the regime, including ecological,

technical, po'litical, legal, and economic
N

considerations(146). In addition, the regime would be

empowered to establish and enforce rules relating to

environmental protection(147).

By the Eleventh Consultative Meeting in 1981, the

parties perceived a sense of urgency in concluding a

minerals regime(148) and having it in place before the

existence or extent of mineral and hydrocarbon resources

becomes known and before economic or technological

considerations make exploitation feasible. They also

wanted to ensure that an internally generated minerals

* regime was in place before the United Nations took any

initiative to establish a competing regime. In that

vein, the parties set out four foundational principles

that have pervaded all subsequent special consultative

minerals negotiations:

1) the Antarctic Treaty consultative parties will

control the negotiation and implementation of a minerals

regime;

2) the entire Antarctic Treaty will be preserved,

and in particular, the provisions of Article IV

pertaining to territ.orial claims will no- be affected by

any activities undertaken pursuant to the regime-

9



3) protection of the Antarctic environment and

ecosystem are' a basic consideration of any proposed

action under the regime;

4) the activities of the regime should be acceptable

to all states which are not Antarctic Treaty consultative

parties, and should not otherwise prejudice the interests

of all mankind in Antarctica(149).

Since the adoption of Recommendation XI-1,

approximately twelve formal special consultative minerals

meetings have taken place(150). The meetings' chairman,

Ambassador Christopher Beeby of New Zealand, personally

drafted and submitted at least five "chairman's informal

personal reports" on the proposed minerals regime(151),

which, although intended to be confidential, were

inadvertently distributed to the public by one or more

delegations to the meetings.

It is beyond the intended scope of this discussion to

describe the mechanics of the proposed minerals regime in

great detail(152). Although the skeleton structure has

changed little since the first Beebv draft., delicate

neg-otiations continue on many important issues,

such as., the jurisdictional reach of the regime, conflict

o1 lawFs issues, 1 iability. cimulscr-y arbitration:

a've rnment subs i"sa4-4,on of operators, the weighting of



royalties in favor of claimant states, membership on

decisionmaking bodies, and the extent of and conditions

on participation in mining activities by developing

nations.

The success of the negotiations thus far is largely

attributable to the personal diplomacy of the affable

Chairman Beeby and his ability to translate nuances into

the consensus required to pull off this "all or nothings

package deal(153). He has repeatedly remarked regarding

states' expectations, "Everybody is a little bit unhappy;

everybody is a little bit happy."(154)

The regime will control the exploration and

exploitation of all nonliving natural nonrenewable

resources south of sixty degrees latitude, excluding

those found in the deep seabed(155). While any state may

become a party to the convention establishing the regime,

by doing so it acknowledges the supremacy of the

Antarctic Treaty system (i.e decisions made by the

Antarctic Treaty consultative parties), and agrees to

abide by its component treaties, including in particular,

Article IV of the Antarctic Treaty, which freezes the

issue of territorial claimru(1 .

Both the United States and the Soviet Union are

assured representation on the two decisionmaiking bodies
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of the regime. As Antarctic Treaty consultative parties

antecedent .o the regime, they are automatically members

of the policymaking and governing commission(157). By

virtue of their maintaining the largest Antarctic

programs at the time of the entry into force of the

Antarctic Treaty, they are guaranteed membership on the

regulatory committee, which is responsible for

operational oversight(158). Unlike the Antarctic Treaty

system, however, decisionmaking under the minerals regime

will be by majority vote(159).

The United Nations and the Question of Antarctica

After the signing of UNCLOS on December 9, 1982(160),

the United Nations began debate on what it termed "the

question of Antarctica"(161). Discussions were prompted

in part by the urgency with which the Antarctic Treaty

consultative parties were moving toward agreement on a

minerals regime for Antarctica and the Southern Ocean.

They were initiated by an address by Malaysian Prime

Minister Mahathir Bin Mohamad, in which he asserted that

Antarctica, having no indigenous population. was the Les

of the international oonmmunity as a whole( 1'3)

n nce that time, each session of the G Ineral Assembly

has been marked by discussions within the security-
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related First Committee(163), submission of annually

updated reports by the Secretary General on the

Antarctica question(164), and annual resolutions,

approved by the First Committee and adopted by the

General Assembly(165).

The resolutions have addressed three areas of concern

to the United Nations, framing them in the form of

requests to the Antarctic Treaty consultative parties.

One was a general request, in 1985, that the consultative

parties provide the United Nations information about

Antarctica, so the United Nations could act as a central

repository for data about Antarctica(166). The other two

resolutions are ongoing and more substantive. One

petitions the consultative parties to invite the

Secretary General or his representative as an observer to

general and special consultative meetings and to impose a

moratorium on minerals negotiations until such time as

the whole international community of nations can

participate(167). The other substantive resolution

appeals to the consultative parties to take steps to

exclude South Africa from partic-oatin- in consultative

meetings(168).

Status Act.ivitiies and Int=rests in Antarctica
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Currently, thirteen nations and one nongovernmental

organization,' Greenr!eace, operate year-round stations and

"winter over" personnel on the Antarctic contiinent(169).

Several nations, including the United States, the Soviet

Union, Argentina, Australia, Chile, and New Zealand, make

extensive use of their military forces in support of

their scientific and research missions(170).

The United States has consistently maintained the

largest program in Antarctica. It operates three

year-round stations: McMurdo (formerly Naval Air

Facility, McMurdo until 1961), the logistics center on

Ross Island" Amundsen-Scott, at the geographic South

Pole; and Palmer, on Anvers Island off the western coast

of the Antarctic Peninsula(171). Also operational are

three austral summer-only camps: Siple Station, in

Ellsworth Land, at the base of the Antarctic Peninsula;

Byrd Surface Camp, in Marie Byrd Land; and Marble Point

Camp( 172).

The entire United States Antarctic Program (USAP) is

administered and funded by the INational Science

Foundation( NSF), an independent government agency, with

responsibility for operational mana.-iement in its

DirectOr, DivisLon of Polar Proý.rams (DP'P(1

Logistical support commes from all three military services



of the Department of Defense (DWD), and includes active

and reserve .support elements and the Military Airlift and

Sealift Commands. The Department of Transportation

(Coast Guard) also plays an important support role, as

does NSF's primary civilian contractor, Antarctic

Services Inc. (ANS), a subsidiary of ITT(174). Support

from other government agencies is likewise available to

NSF on a cost-reimbursable basis(175).

Additional support, in the form of airlift support

between Christchurch, New Zealand, and McMurdo Station,

is provided by the Royal New Zealand Air Force(176),

pursuant to a joint cooperative agreement on

operations(177). Air New Zealand, an independent NSF

contractor, performs standard maintenance on the seven

NSF-owned LC-130 aircraft at Christchurch(178).

All operation and maintenance and personnel costs

associated with the 849 military and DoD civilian

Antarctica support personnel are borne by NSF(179).

However, the military billets making up Naval Support

SForces Antarctica (NSFA) and VXE-6 count against DoD

personnel end strength(-1•0).

In 1987, 1, 590 total personnel manned United States

Antarctic stationsli31). in Operation Deep Freese 15-7,

ninety one military and 142 cdvilian personnel winter•d
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over(182). There is significant female participation in

USAP. In 1985-86, the program included fifty nine women

researchers arid forty eight women logistic support

personnel(183).

Operational command of DoD military and contract

personnel and Coast Guardsmen associated with the USAP

rests with Commander, NSFA (CNSFA)(184), currently

Captain Dwight D. Fisher, USN(185). Questions of

criminal jurisdiction over military personnel and DoD

contractors are a matter of CNSFA cognizance; NSF

maintains responsibility concerning potential criminal

jurisdiction over all other personnel(186).

In Fiscal Year (FY) 1987, the budget for USAP was

$117.1 million(187). Of that amount, only $12.5 million

directly funded scientific research; the rest went for

operational support(188). CNSFA was allocated $75.8

million for military and related support activities(189).

The Soviet Union maintains the second largest

Antarctic program. Like the United States, the Soviet

Union has maintained continuous year-round presence s ince

the International Geophysical Year. It has seven

e�-L-lround stations. including one, Vostok. at the

geomagnetic South Pole. and si:,: coastal stations

strategically situated in different sextant. of the



continent(190). Augmenting these stations are four

summer-only research facilities(191). The Soviets winter

over approximately 300 personnel, and have a summer

population of about 425(192).

Air transportation to and from the Soviet Antarctic

base station of Molodezhnaya is accomplished with one

IL-18 aircraft, and internal air transport is carried out

with IL-14 aircraft (DC-3-equivalent) and large

helicopters(193). The Soviet staging facility in the

southern hemisphere is Maputo, the capital of marxist

Mozambique( 194).

There are forty one other stations manned by eleven

other Antarctic Treaty consultative parties(195). The

vast majority of stations occupied by original signatory

claimant and historically interested states are confined

to the geographic limits of their respective territorial

claims or zones of interest(196).

United States Antarctic Policy Objectives

Scholars and other commentators have been highly

critical of what they perceive as either an absent or

flawed United States pqlicy on Antarcrtic-ra.. particularly

regarding the decis ion not to formally sta-e a.

terrItorial claim(137) They point to ap-parently
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conflicting stated policy objectives over resource

utilization(198) and extrapolate them into a general

theory of flawed American policy.

The decision to forego establishment of a territorial

claim among the preexisting morass of legally

questionable claims hasworked to the advantage, and not

at all to the disadvantage, of the United States. That

decision facilitated the swift negotiation and entry into

force of the Antarctic Treaty(199), which, with its

foundational triad of demilitarization, denuclearization

and broad international cooperation, is a universally-

recognized model among international agreements(200).

Because this was a United States-initiated agreement, its

successful operation greatly enhances United States

prestige and influence in the international community.

Because the United States does not officially claim

specific parcels or wedges of territory, its activities

and placement of stations is not restricted. It is free

to strategically locate bases of operation based on the

widest range of political, economic, military and other

ontingencies, while c-laimant states-party to the

Antarctic Treat- must largely cn, nfine their activities to

their zones of interes•. or ris.: fur er diluon of

their already tenUi:'u, u.uridioal zositicns. Bo-h the



United States and the Soviet Union have effectively

neutralized the entire range of preexisting territorial

claims by their strategic placement of research

stations - the United States at the geographic South

Pole, at the point of convergence of all sector and

continuity-based claims, and the Soviet Union, in each

sextant around the Antarctic coastal circumference. In

the extremely unlikely event that the Antarctic Treaty

system were to break down and territorial claims were

revived, activities within these strategically placed

stati6ns would seriously undercut the legitimacy of prior

claims - particularly ones in which little or no support

activity took place.

In an Executive Memorandum dated February 5, 1982,

President Reagan reaffirmed the national commitment to

the USAP(201). In the memorandum, the President set as

national policy objectives the dual goals of continued

effective functioning of the Antarctic Treaty system and

flexibility and operational reach for the USAP unmatched

by any other nation(202).

In 1984, R. Tucker Scully Director of the Stat-e

Deptartment's Office of Oceans and '-Folar Affair

sy.nocDsized the comrendium of Ulite- States national

interests in Antarctica as follows: 1) to ensure

•9 .,:



compliance with the Antarctic Treaty's mandates that

Antarctica be' used exclusively for peac-eful purposes and

not become the scene of international discord and that

freedom of scientific research activity and cooperation

in sharing data be continued; 2) protection of the

Antarctic environment and ecosystems; 3) management of

area living resources by the Antarctic Treaty system, and

equal access to available resources by United States

nationals; 4) where exploitation of nonliving resources-

is deemed to be environmentally acceptable,

nondiscriminatory right of access to the United States;

and 5) preservation of bases for assertion of territorial

claims by the United States(203).

In addition to its strategic placement of stations,

the United States exerts its influence in other ways over

parties to the Antarctic Treaty to ensure that they

operate within the framework of the treaty. The

interdependence of the New Zealand and United States

programs on Ross Island is one example. This

relationship, the closest and most cordial working

relationship among parties to the Antarctic Treaty, has

endured and thrived since 1953:204), even in -the face of

the current Dolitical climate in which the mutual defense

ANZAU7 Treaty has been sus enI.led .beteen the --t



countries(205).

The United States has hosted and been the guest of

virtually every other party's Antarctic research

program, including on several occasions, the Soviet

Union's(206). In addition, NSFA personnel have carried

out numerous humanitarian rescue and assistance missions,

including the recent medical air evacuation of a South

African technician suffering from acute renal disease

while at the isolated South African SANAE station, some

4,200 miles across the continent from McMurdo

Station(207). Because of its superior air operational

reach in Antarctica, the United States is the only

country capable of undertaking such missions(208).

The United States also exerts political leverage on

other Antarctic Treaty parties by making selective use of

the treaty's broad unilateral right under Article VII to

inspect other parties' stations, vessels, aircraft,

equipment, and personnel(209). It was the United States

that insisted on inclusion of this provision in the

Antarctic Treaty(210). The United States has conducted

six inspections pursuant to Article VIM, in 1964, 1967,

1971., 1975, 1980, and 1983. mo.re than any other

partyv(211). Argentina, Australia, New Z-ealand, and the

Unid metle• Kingdom hale. a'so conducted ninspe tions, sm



jointly with the United States(212). No party, including

the Soviet\Union, has ever objected to the pre-announced

inspections,. and no violation of the treaty has ever been

discovered(213).

The exercise of inspections and other rights under the

Antarctic Treaty by the United States and others has had

some dampening effect, even if only psychological, on the

aspirations of South American claimants Chile and

Argentina to reassert sovereignty over their

pre-Antarctic Treaty sector claims. Since 1957,

Argentina has intermittently strengthened its military

air power in the area(214), and since 1977, has

maintained up to eight families per year at one or more

of its six year-round coastal stations(215). The Chilean

plan for consolidating its territorial claim is even more

grandiose. It brought permanent settlement of up to one

hundred Chilean Air Force and other families to its

Teniente Marsh Station on King George Island in 1984,

including support facilities such as schools and

_telephone, radio, anid television service(216). Teniente

Marsh also has a hotel to accommodate tourists v-is-tin..g

"At......-tica from the .,,uth Amnricari rra'niandJ217) In

-"38. the Direr"•--r of te Chilean Ar.tarcric Institute.,

,•eakin on behal of th Pinochet govenmen, publicly



rejected internationalization of Antarctica and asserted

that Chile yiews the Antarctic Treaty as merely deferring

its sovereign, territorial rights(218). Both nations make

extensive use of military forces to man research

facilities, and each has massive air transport capability

with Hercules C-130 aircraft(219).

In spite of these symbolic acts, cooperation with each

other, between Chile and the Soviet Union, among the co-

claimants Chile, Argentina, and the United Kingdom, and

otherwise within the Antarctic Treaty framework, has been

excellent(220). As an example of the degree of

cooperation within the regime, Argentina and the United

Kingdom fully participated and cooperated in the special

minerals consultative meeting in June, 1982, during the

Falklands/Malvinas Islands conflict(221). Also, in 1984,

the United Kingdom transferred its station on Adelaide

Island to Chile(222).

The most important way that the United States exerts

its influence in Antarctica is through the presence of

its 849-strong military support force, which gives it the

flexibility and superior air operational reach that

ensures United States preeminence on the contLnent. Five

fL the six United States stations including the

strategically located South Pole •.ation, have airf-elds



to accommodate landing by the ski-equipped LC-130

aircraft, and'all are helicopter landing-capable(223).

The use of ski-equipped aircraft, for real-life rescue

missions like'the air evacuation of the South African

technician from SANAE (a station without a runway)(224),

combined with the fueling capabilities of United States

stations very remote from McMurdo, dembnstrate that NSFA

can project men and equipment onto any part of the

continent with little advance notice.

In addition to search and rescue missions, VXE-6 is

tasked to conduct aerial photographic mapping services,

reconnaissance support for the scientific research

program, and other transportation missions throughout the

continent and around the world(225). Additional air

operational support for the USAP comes from the Royal New

Zealand Air Force, which regularly flies United States

personnel and equipment in C-130s between Christchurch

and McMurdo(226), and from the United States Air Force's

Military Airlift Command (MAC), which provides a C-141

on-site for two months during the austral summer

season(227). MAC also conducts a mid-winter air supply

drop to McMurdo and South Pole Station as an Air Force

training exercise, for which NSF is not renuired to

reimburse DoD(228).



To illustrate the massive extent of United States

Antarctic a r operations, during Operation Deep Freeze-

1987, fixed and rotary wing aircraft belonging to VXE-6

logged 4,900 flight hours, and transported 8.2 million

pounds of equipment(229). MAC and the Royal New Zealand

Air Force together moved an additional 1.4 million pounds

of cargo(230).

So, while the Antarctic Treaty prohibits military

operations(231), United States military forces have taken

advantage of invaluable training opportunities in support

of NSF's scientific research program. Much has been

learned about cold weather, high altitude operations, as

well as the psychological aspects of long-term isolation

in such an environment. The conduct of real-life air

operations under adverse weather conditions has

benefitted both Navy and Air Force pilots. In Operation

Deep Freeze 1988, the 109th Tactical Air Group,

Schenectady, New York, the only military unit outside the

USAP with ski-equipped C-130 aircraft, is supporting NSF

activities and gaining valuable training under Antarctic

conditions(232). In addition, information learned aboUt

other consultative parties' millitary forces from joint

operations, observations and reconnaissance, inspections

under the Antarctic Treaty, and from other oppor-un ties•



provides insight for intelligence and military planning

purposes, withL worldwide application.

In sum, a strong, well-equipped military support force

serves United States Antarctic interests in several key

ways. It enhances United States international prestige

by providing routine and emergency assistance on a

nondiscriminatory basis to the missions of other treaty

parties. By its size and the breadth of its support

role, it is a means to influence the other Antarctic

Treaty parties to abide by the treaty. In return, the

military is given unparalleled opportunities for training

and unbridled observation of allied and rival military

* forces.

CURRENT ISSUES WITH MILITARY IMPLICATIONS

Domestic Policy Issues

How National Policy is Established

A state's national interest in the form of a national

policy objective reflects political, legal, strategic,

military, economic, scientific, and security

considerations(233). Regarding Antarctica and the

Southern Ocean, the interplway of policy factors is

cocmplicated by the fact that the right of the United



States (and at least nine other nations) to assert a

claim of territorial sovereignty over resources-rich land

and sea space is sublimated in favor of a delicate

international regime under which provincial short- and

mid-term national interests are subsumed to ensure

long-term international harmony and shared,

nondiscriminatory right of access to the area and its

resources.

For the United States. Antarctic policy is set by the

interagency Antarctic Policy Group (APG), which was

established in 1965 by President Johnson on advice of

then Acting Secretary of State George Ball(234). The APG

is composed of the Secretary of State, who chairs the

group, the Secretary of Defense, and the Director of the

NSF(235). Attendance by members of other federal

agencies with significant interest in the USAP is on an

ad-hoc basis. Responsibilitiec are divided roughly as

follows: State formulates overall United States Antarctic

policy, NSF manages and funds the entire USAP and

designates the senior United States representative in

Antarctica, and DoD plans and executes logistical support

for the US'A(236L. All three members of the APG deie....

rerrentation at AIG meetings, State to Assis...tant

Se<.retary for Ocean:s and International Environmental and



Scientific Affairs, DoD to Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Internatioi'al Security Policy)(ASD(ISP)), and NSF to the

Assistant Dir*ector for Geosciences(237).

The APG does not meet often, usually only annually to

review the USAP's plan of operation. At the staff level,

the working arm of the APG is the interagency Antarctic

Committee(238).

Dimensions of Domestic Problem Areas

In.practice, the domestic decisionmaking mechanism has

been plagued with problems. Until recently, there was a

too-frequent turnover of key State Department personnel,

and United States policy was often set by DPP rather than

by the State Department(239). Interagency squabbles pose

another serious problem. For years, NSF, the agency best

suited to do so, has resisted taking on the mission of

compiling data on Antarctic continental and offshore

nonliving resources(240). The State Department

acknowledges that the problem of cooperation on the part

of NSF beyond the bounds of "pure science" persists( 241.

As for DoD, Auburn observed that the 'Navy .. ly

unwillingly supports the USAP under orders("42). He

cittes the perceived lack of a military mission and a

perception by Navy officers that a tour in Antarctica

0
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will make them less competitive for promotions than their

contemporarl{s as detracting from morale(243).

While Auburn's observations about the Navy's role are

not completely accurate, there are significant management

and morale problem areas that could easily be rectified.

For example, while the Secretary of th( Navy is the DoD

executive agent for logistic support of the USAP(244),

with the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Research,

Engineering and Systems) its coordinator for USAP(245)

and the Oceanographer of the Navy its executive agent for

staffing(246), it is ASD(ISP) and not the Navy which

represents DoD on the APG. A staff person from the

office of ASD(ISP), and not a Navy officer, represents

DoD on the important working Antarctic Committee(247).

Hence, the Navy's input to DoD Antarctic policy is

indirect, at best.

The most significant problem areas involve the

interagency relationship between the Navy and NSF. As

funder of the USAP, NSF unilaterally dictates, often

without Navy input, what support elements will be used to

carry out the program, a role clearly beyond NSF

competence. For example, in advance of Operation Deep

Freeze 1983, NSF unilaterally elected tO fund only one

koast Guard icebreaker, instead of the traditional two,
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prompting the Navy to request that ASD(ISP) raise the

issue on behalf of DoD at the next APG meeting(248). The

Navy and Coas:t Guard also sent a joint letter of protest

to NSF, requesting that it reverse its decision(249).

Another Navy concern is the relative ease by which

NSF, itself not always a team player in cooperating with

United States Antarctic policy objectives, forum shops

the Navy and DoD chains of command to obtain approval for

its missions(250). For example, in 1987, NSF bypassed

CNSFA, Commander, 3d Fleet, CINCPACFLT, CNO (OP-006), and

ASN(RE&S), and went directly to the Secretary of the Navy

to request diversion of a VXE-6 LC-130 from Antarctica to

Greenland for an aerial radar survey mission(251).

The most acute rift between DoD and NSF concerns

responsibility for safety and security in the area of

operations. The Director, NSF interprets the 1985

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between NSF and DoD

regarding operational and logistic support for the

USAP(252) as vesting sole responsibility for safety in

LNTS(253). This interpretation is bitterly opposed by the

Nav-, since in practice, CNSFA has traditionally been,
resLonsible for safety in Antarctica(254). In late i•37

SNSF established a USAP Safety Review Panel, consisting of

seven members, of which the only two fixed menmbers are

o4



NSF officials.(255). Other panel members will come from

DoD, other ýederal agencies, and the private sector(256).

CNSFA has one representive on the panel. The panel is

charged to review safety in the USAP and make nonbinding

recommendations to the Director, DPP(257).

The safety issue is another example. of how NSF has

asserted authority in areas in which it lacks competence.

NSF apparently interprets President Reagan's 1982

directive(258) as meaning that, as funder and general

manager of the USAP, it must shoulder sole responsibility

for all aspects of the program, even in areas such as

manning, safety, and security, traditionally areas of

military competence in Antarctica.

The issue of safety in the USA? is one that has grown

significantly and will continue to expand as a minerals

regime takes effect. Increasingly, the concept of safety

will come to mean security. In addition to the growing

official contingent in the USAP - 1,590 personnel in

1986-87(259), tourism and private expeditions, deemed

legitimate peaceful activities under the Antarctic

- y(280), are inc"reasi al-, a stagering rate. While

it s United States policy nor. to offer assistance to
ri-vate expeditions, the Navy has, consistenrit ,ith its

internat-ional law and hunmanitarian respLnsibilities.

"0



rendered emergency assistance with increasing frequency

in the recer.t past(261). In 1986, over 1,000 tourists

came to Palmer Station(262), and many also visited

McMurdo and other stations. As the scope of activities

in Antarctica increases in the future, these personnel

will pose a security threat to interests such as

protection of proprietary data of prospectors licensed

under the minerals regime(263) and general safety and

security of official personnel working at stations.

Activities of Greenpeace may also pose a security risk

to United State official personnel and property in

Antarctica. Greenpeace occupies a camp at Cape Evans on

Ross Island, about twenty kilometers from McMurdo

Station(264). In February, 1987, members of the

Greenpeace Antarctic expedition demonstrated in front of

McMurdo to have Antarctic declared a world park(265).

Greenpeace is adamantly opposed to minerals exploitation

in Antarctica; therefore, it can reasonably be assumed

that its protest activities will increase as activities

of the minerals regime begin.

Although its demonstrations are peaceful in and of

themselves, reaction to its activities in the by

France, the Soviet Union' and others, has oftein be-en

violent. Greenpeace has voiced it opposition to
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0
construction by the French of a wheeled airstrip near its

Dumont d'Urville base in Terre Adelie, Antarctica(266).

French resentrment of Greenpeace, in turn, was recently

manifested at the sixth annual CCAMLR meeting in Hobart,

Tasmania, in October, 1987, when France, alone in its

opposition among CCAMLR treaty parties. blocked

participation by the environmentalist Antarctic and

Southern Oceans Coalition, of which Greenpeace is an

active member(267). Although construction on the French

airstrip at Dumont d'Urville has been halted by domestic

environmental and fiscal concerns, it is expected to be

resumed in the near future(268). Also of potential

concern to the United States is Greenpeace reaction in

the unlikely event that the United States makes the

political decision to withdraw its staging facilities

from Christchurch, New Zealand, and exercise the

contingency plan to build a permanent runway at Marble

Point Camp(269).

A growing internal safety and security threat stems

from NSF contractors and other civilian employees and

researchers. With increasing frequency., these personnel

are disregarding safety and security measures established

by military authorities. For example, during Operation

Deepfreeze 1936., two ANS employees disregarded posted

S
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Navy regulations at McMurdo regarding safe transit

routes, and'fell into a crevasse and were killed(270).

In 1988, NSF .is wintering over eighty construction

workers to upgrade berthing facilities at McMurdo, and

reportedly may have introduced them into Antarctica

without the full pre-deployment psychological screening

required by Naval regulations(271).

These factors combine to heighten safety and security

risks for United States interests in Antarctica, and

haste4 the arrival of heretofore unknown serious criminal

*activity on or near United States stations. How, then,

will criminal jurisdiction be exercised?

* The Antarctic Treaty provides for exclusive national

civil and criminal jurisdiction over scientific personnel

or their staffs and designated observers that conduct

inspections pursuant to the Antarctic Treaty(272). As

for all other personnel, the treaty leaves the issue of

jurisdiction open to negotiation between affected

parties(273). For the Unt1ted States, there was, until

1984, a jurisdictional void for all nationals excep-t

mriltary personnel, who are sub.Ject to universal criminal

an, administrative federal j-irisdiction pursiant to the

Uniform Code of Mi itary JustiCc(274. In 19`4, Co., res.

implicitly added Antarctica to the special maritime and

r.'



territorial jurisdiction of the United States, when it

included within such jurisdiction "any place outside the

jurisdiction.'of any nation with respect to an offense by

or against a national of the United States, "(275) in

effect, taking jurisdiction over enumerated major

felonies committed by United States nationals or by

foreign nationals against United States nationals in

Antarctica(276). This provision arguably also applies to

crimes committed on Antarctic ice formations, although

federal courts have already applied the special maritime

and territorial jurisdiction to polar ice formations

since 1972(277).

* The United States has joined numerous other Antarctic

Treaty consultative parties in extending its criminal

jurisdiction to activities i'n Antarctica. Argentina,

Australia, Chile, the Federal Republic of Germany,

France, the German Democratic Republic, India, Japan,

Norway, the Soviet Union. the United Kingdom, and South

Africa all have either specifically enacted legislation

governing the exercise of criminal jurisdiction in

Antarct~ica or explicitly or implicitly apply their

domestic criminal le islation to -'ntar.tia(273) Still

unresolved is the question of pri"mary right c

u.•isd`iction in the event that two, or more states de.sre

S °-••'
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to exercise criminal jurisdiction in a given case.

The final' domestic area of concern to be addressed is

the USAP's gr~wing reliance on foreign-flag vessels to

support its science mission. Consistent with his

management philosophy, President Reagan, in his 1982

memorandum(279), stressed the need to maximize cost

effectiveness in managing the USAP. In furtherance of

that objective, he ordered that commercial support and

management facilities be utilized where cost-effective,

and where, in the opinion of the APG, their use would not

be detrimental to the national interest(280).

Many consultative parties have upgraded their research

capabilities in recent years, including building or

chartering ice-breaking research ships(281). NSF chose

to lease for the United States a Canadian-flag research

ship, R/V Polar Duke, which has been in operation since

1983 and currently costs $4 million annually(282). NSF

also intends to use an additional $1 million to lease an

ice-breaking research ship, which, in all probability,

will also be a foreign-flag vessel(28"). These

decisions, combined with the decision to decrease the

Coast Guard's icebreaker support role, run counter to the

President's primary policy objective of maintaining an

active and influential United States presence in
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Anrtarctica(284). Where virtually all United States ocean

research inNthe Antarctic takes place on foreign-flag

vessels, not only is United States influence and

flag-presence diminished, but the activities of the

foreign vessels may create new zones of interest in

Antarctica and the Southern Ocean, a prospect

disadvantageous to the United States and other Antarctic

Treaty parties.

Recommendations Regarding Domestic Issues

Regarding interagency relationships and policymaking

functions, several things should be done by the Navy to

enhance its influence. The Secretary of the Navy should

recommend to the Secretary of Defense that ASN(RE&S), the

DoD logistic coordinator for USAP, and not a staff person

from the office of ASD(ISP), represent DoD on the

interagency Antarctic Committee. As the person closest

to the logistic problem, ASN(RE&S) is best able to voice

DoD concerns in this working level forum, such as its

perception of required Coast Guard support., security and

sa:.•-t-v-related issues. and the r-oeved detrimenta.

ef.... oF decreased flag presence created by the

increasing use of f orei,,gn-fLag charter ves.e .Fe

Internally, the ',lavy must assert s.if--1isclpine in

,...,
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maintaining the integrity of the chain of command. It

must not al]ow NSF to forum shop the chain for favorable

decisions reE'arding Naval support of its missions. Such

a practice has had a negative effect on morale.

Additionally, the Navy must ensure that it enforces its

own regulations, particularly concerning the

pre-deployment screening requirements for the

ever-increasing contingent of contractor personnel.

Finally, DoD must assert its role as security manager

for the USAP. Negotiation with NSF should be undertaken

within the Antarctic Committee, the APG, or, if

necessary, at the cabinet level, to formally transfer

primary safety and security responsibility to DoD, and in

particular, to CNSFA. Issues of safety and security fall

soecifically within the competence and expertise of DoD,

not NSF, and management of the safety and security

program by military support personnel is in no way

rem.u4nant to the Antarctic Treaty. Irrespective of the

outcome of such negotiaons., CITSFA can rely not only on

his currently delineated sphere of responsibility for

sec_,uri:ty servces, contraband terd on, and physical

- vinseo.tio..ons in the DoD-1,4-F7 .L1,J, but also on his

inrherent judi'ially-reco:'nized authority as a military

crimander( 2e5) to develo and iz7lemnent securit.y



regulations governing all activities on or close to

United States stations in Antarctica.

Finally, because United States law(286) now assumes

criminal jurisdiction over foreign nationals(287) in

Antarctica, the United States Antarctic Treaty delegation

should present a working paper on and formally recommend

to the consultative parties a mechanism for resolution of

criminal jurisdictional issues before the need for such a

mechanism actually arises. The United States should

propose a model fashioned somewhat after the North

Atlantic Treaty Organization Status of Forces

Agreement(NATO SOFA)(288), which places exclusive,

concurrent and primary jurisdiction based on factors such

as performance of official duty at the time of an act or

omission., and the relative degree of injury to nationals,

property, or other interests of respective states(289).

An Antarctic jurisdictional model differs from the

NATO SOFA, however, in several key respects. While the

NATO SOFA primarily involves assertion of jurisdiction

over 'sending state" military forces located in

"receiving states" or host n~ati-ns( 209 the Antarctic

mcdel primarily concerns iuSi 41iction over civi i jans.

In addition, while the NATO SOFA is .uridioally based

u-cn territorial soverenty, the Antarctic model 4s
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based on consensus of the Antarctic Treaty parties,

disavowing 'any rights to territorial sovereignty(291).

The following is a suggested model for resolution of

criminal jurisdiction issues in Antarctica. To avoid

amendment of the Antarctic Treaty, any agreement

concerning criminal jurisdiction should leave intact the

Article VIII(1)(292) provision providing for exclusive

national jurisdiction over contracting parties'

scientific personnel, their staffs, and observers. The

agreement should also expressly interpret Article

VIII(1)(293) to include military personnel supporting

scientific missions in Antarctica. For all other

personnel, the recommendation should provide for:

(1) exclusive jurisdiction in a party to the

Antarctic Treaty for enumerated felony-equivalent

offenses punishable only by the laws of the injured

state, regardless of the nationality of the offender;

[Presumably, few or no offenses would fall into this

category.]

(2) concurrent jurisdiction for enumerated felony-

equivalent offenses punishable by the laws of two or

more Antarctic Treaty parties-state whose interests

are adversely affected.

(a) The primary right of jurisdiction, regardless



of the nationality of the offender, is in a state:

(iý, over members of its civilian governmental

force, gov.ernment contract employees, and other

official personnel (including personnel operating

under governmental or educational research grants);

(ii) over offenses arising out of an act or

omission in the performance of official duty;

(iii) over offenses solely against the

property or security interests of that state;

(iv) over offenses solely against the person

or property of scientific personnel and their staff,

military support personnel, member of the civilian

governmental force, government contract employee or

other official personnel of that state.

(b) The primary right of jurisdiction for all other

offenders and offenses is in the other injured state.

If more than one additional injured state is involved,

primary jurisdiction lies in the state of which the

offender is a national(294). Residual jurisdiction

lies in the remaining injured state(s).

(4) For felony offenses not enumerated in the

.jurisdictional agreement and for minor (misdemeanor-

equivalent) offenses, exclusive juri4diction lie.s in

the state of which the ofifenrlrr is a nat-inal.
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Internationdi. Lega and Political Issues

All of the international legal and political issues

regarding the status of Antarctica come within the anbit

of the term "accommodation"(295). Accommodation issues,

in turn, all fall into one of three categories involving

relationships with and within the Antarctic Treaty

regime.

Issues of internal accommodation concern relationships

between and among parties to the Antarctic Treaty. Among

consultative parties, internal accommodation involves the

reconciliation of different national interests of

original signatory parties and parties which later

achieved consultative party status. It also concerns the

relative positions of actual and potential territorial

claimant states, states with historical interest, and the-

residuum of consultative parties. Finally, internal

accommodation deals with relationships between

consultative parties and acceding nonconsultative

parties, and relationships between and among acceding

nonconsultative ptarties to the treaty.

intarnal accommodation isstues to date have been

in4sigificant for several reasons. Of greatest

importance, Article IV's(29• indefinite suspension of



territorial claims issues has reduced the need for

competition among the parties to the Antarctic Treaty,

and encouraged, instead, concerted action. Up to now, no

significant activity has taken place in Antarctica that

could invite discord, since all activity has been

scientific research-oriented. In addition, as a model

for demilitarization, denuclearization, and broad

international cooperation, and with its primary emphasis

on protection of the pristine Antarctic environment and

its ecosystems, the Antarctic Treaty regime has been

virtually universally lauded by international and

nongovernmental organizations, from the United

Nations(297) to Greenpeace(298). The unparalleled

efficacious management by the Antarctic Treaty parties of

a continent and surrounding ocean space has likewise

earned the regime broad international respect. The

incidental benefit of the resultant rise in international

prestige has inured not only to the regime as a whole,

but to each member state as well, facilitating continued

cooperation. Even in the ongoi7ng minerals regime

negOtiations, there is significant pressure - collective.

ex1ternal, and self-iJmirsed - among the consultative

oarties to arhieve consensus. and at the same time,

maintain a high degree of interný_:iational respert by



ensuring that environmental protection is a basic

consideration of any action to be taken. And even though

the Antarcti(' Treaty is open to review and possible

disintegration after 1991(299). the same factors that

have heretofore bound the parties to accord will carry

equal or greater weight as geopolitical tensions in other

regions of the world wax and wane.

Even less significant than internal accommodation

issues is the issue of autoaccommodation, the process by

which some Antarctic Treaty parties that have previously

embraced the concept of the common heritage of

mankind(300), through the Group of 77(301) in the United

Nations, through signing or ratifying UNCLOS(302), or

otherwise, reconcile conflicting aspirations of common

heritage and national interest. Through their actions

within and without the regime., all thirty seven treaty

parties have shown that there is no linkage between

common heritage principles and nations' respective

positions on Antarctic affairs.

The sphere of accommodation that is most delicate is

that of external accommodation., that. is, how the

Antarctic Treat-r regime interacts with external

etit41es - in particular, the Unrited Nations. A number

of Antarctic Treaty parties, including the United State-,

9



show too little regard for the potential influence of the

United Natiqns over Antarctic affairs and for the

potential benefits to the regime from closer cooperation

with the United Nations.

Scholars and commentators have labored incessantly

over the past quarter century, to no avail, to label the

status of Antarctica based on activities and actions of

the Antarctic Treaty regime(303). Whatever label one

applies to Antarctica under the Antarctic Treaty regime

in theory, in practice, it bears many of the attributes

of a United Nations trusteeship(304), albeit de facto.

To complacently infer, as some have done, that the

United Nations is impotent in influencing Antarctic

affairs is a serious mistake. The effects-of recent

United Nations interest in Antarctica and the Southern

Ocean have been felt within and without the Antarctic

Treaty regime.

Within the Antarctic Treaty regime, there is

significant sentiment to include the Secretary General as

an observer to Antarctic Treaty meetings(305). The

regime has tempered its near bunker-mentality somewhat by

asteeing to furnish reports of regular consultative

meetLn{s to the Sec retary Gene-:ra1(, by rever.-ing. its

prior position on confidentiality4 o documents(307) andIIL'iy o )u e 's37 n



by acquiescing in the United -,Nations role as a central

depository for information on Antarctica(308). The most

recent draft' of the minerals regime mandates that the

governing commission cooperate with the United Nations

and its specialized agencies(309), and implies that the

United Nations will have observer status on governing and

advisory bodies(310). The minerals regime also sidesteps

confrontation with the United Nations by excluding from

coverage the deep seabed in its administrative management

scheme(311).

The United Nations has also split the otherwise

solid(312) Antarctic Treaty regime regarding suspension

of South Africa as a consultative party. There has

always been internal opposition within the regime to

full-scale participation by racist South Africa,

evidenced by the fact that some delegations refuse to

permit South Africa to host a consultative meeting(313).

As the degree of worldwide ostracization of South Africa

and of progressive repression by its government have

increased over time, a number of acceding and

consiltative Antarctic Treaty pa.rties have broken ranks

t- vote in favor of United NIations General Assembly

roeusoli4tin s ur ing South Afric&a s sus en-s0on from

S.. o4-t•atv•. stus in the Antarctli Treaty regime(:314),

r



the last international forum in which it has any voice.

The willingness of many Antarctic Treaty parties to take

action to exc'lude South Africa from consultative status

belies Australian Ambassador Wolcott's assertion in the

First Committee discussion on the South Africa resolution

that there is no basis under international law for the

exclusion of South Africa from Antarctic Treaty

consultative status(315).

The Antarctic Treaty regime would do well to find a

way to suspend, although not expel, South Africa from

consultative status. In terms of immediate interests of

the United States, suspension of South Africa from

consultative status should help to stabilize the current

Antarctic Treaty regime for the next decade and beyond,

by eliminating the only contentious issue facing the

regime. To make such a decision acceptable to all

consultative parties, it should be specified in the

suspension order that this is an extraordinary measure,

and that suspension from consultative status will have no

effect on South Africa's right to operate camps and

stations in Antarctica nor otherwise participate as any

acced-ing party to the' treaty would. The order shoula

provide for a lifting of the suspension upon fulfillment

of preestablished conditions.
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There are many reasons why this extraordinary measure

should be taken. From a moral standpoint, it is the

correct course of action. There is a fundamental

inconsistency in asserting that South Africa is entitled

to participate in world affairs based on notions of

universality, when its government denies basic human

rights to the vast majority of its citizenry on the basis

of perceived relative racial superiority and inferiority.

In addition to the international prestige that will inure

to the Antarctic Treaty-regime and its individual members

by suspending South Africa from consultative status, the

action will also have a salutary effect on reducing

* tensions between the United Nations and the Antarctic

Treaty regime.

Under the impending minerals regime, the Antarctic

Treaty consultative parties intend to assume quasi-

coastal state competency in defining the extent of their

"jurisdiction" over Antarctic nonliving resources(316).

The South Africa suspension action would go a long way

toward dampening opposition within the United Nations to

sc*' ch a proposal, and might even prompt the International

Seabed Authority of UJiCLOS to declare the Antarctic

Treaty's regional management of the Southern Ocean

consistent with UNCLOS(317).
LU -t



If it tempers its fear and distrust of the United

Nations, and makes some concessions to it, the Antarctic

Treaty regime,-stands to gain even broader support for its

continued exclusive management of Antarctica and the

Southern Ocean. Absent the present confrontational

environment, there is little fear that the United Nations

will try to dismantle an international agreement that has

epitomized the highest aspirations of the United Nations

Charter(318), and reflected them in a way that only a few

internal United Nations bodies have done in practice.

The South African problem threatens the Antarctic

Treaty regime internally as well. If there is an issue

* that has the potential to cause the disintegration of the

Antarctic Treaty System, it is the issue of South-African

participation in decisionmaking within the regime(319).

The unparalled degree of consensus achieved within the

Antarctic Treaty regime regarding suspension of

territorial claims and the regulation of exploitation of

resources has made these items virtual non-issues at this

point in time. The South Africa problem, however, is a

festering sore not only within the international

IcommunRIity in general, but within the Antractic Treaty

regizme as well. If the consultative parties do not take

action to suspend South Africa from consultative status,
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the treaty parties will continue to divide over the

issue, and eventually domestic and global pressure on one

or more consuatative parties will lead to a call for

revision of the Antarctic Treaty when allowed after 1991.

CONCLUS ION

Although the United States has been criticized for not

making a territorial claim in Antarctica and for what has

been labeled a lack of consistent national policy on

Antarctica, it has managed to orchestrate what is

probably the greatest cooperative achievement of mankind,

the Antarctic Treaty System. Under no other arrangement

on earth do nations as politically and culturally diverse

as Chile, Cuba, India, North and South Korea, the Soviet

Union, the United States, and thirty other nations fully

cooperate in management and decisionmaking, subsuming, in

large part, selfish national interest to a greater good.

In addition, as the only region on earth that is both

demilitarized and denuclearized, Antarctica is a working

model for world peace.

As Antarctica is about to yield its vast bounty of

" "o- j; reso"r"eS to mankind U- "td States remains

.n a leadershi- role in olinyahin_. To maintain that

ion, it must remaiLn committd to preserving and



expanding the current governing treaty regime, and must

be flexible',enough to solve the domestic and

international:" problems confronting it.
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3. See infra text accompanying notes 75, 122-24.
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Nor.), 1951 I.C.J. 116 (Judgment of Dec. 18, 1951).
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Antarbtic Treaty System. See supra text accompanying
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never challenged the administrative authority of the

incumbent Antarctic Treaty System regime. See infra text

accompanying notes 166-68. This absence of effective

state protest of the status quo may constitute

acquiescence or estoppel, thereby legitimizing the

current governing system under customary international

law. See Oenerallv MacGibbon, Some Observations on the

Part of Protest in International Law, 30 Brit. Y.B. Int'l

L. 297 (1953). Protest by the United Nations General

Assembly of the Antarctic Treaty regime's impending

minerals regime, however (see infra notes 1C2 and 167 and
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21 V. L. Rev. 691, 705-07nn. 83-89 (1931). A political
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31. Mitchell & Kimball, supra note 19, at 125.
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relaxation of the occupation requirement for uninhabited

lands are Island of Palmas Case, suPra; Clipperton Island

Case (Fr. v.'Mex.), 2 R. Int'l Arb. Awards 1105 (1932),

renrinted in 26 Am. J. Int'l L. 390 (1932); and Legal

Status of Eastern Greenland (Nor. v. Den. ), 1933

P.C.I.J. (ser. A/B) No. 53 (Apr. 5). See Bernhardt,

suora note 34) at 324; F. Auburn, supr note 9, at 12.

No tribunal or other international organization has ever

adjudged the existence or extent of claimants'

territorial sovereignty, if any, in Antarctica.
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Aff. 242.
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coastal settlements of spheres of influence. See J.

Kish, The Law of international Spaces 53, 73-74 (1973).
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coastal settlements to surrounding islands. Its

application to Antarctica is not recognized under

international law, in part because of the great

gP.•raDphic distance separating South America f.rom

Antarutia (ser, trext accopan• t : and in

p:art because such ,,. ie i a ulds•e e.-t i . " Wtt:Au-

?. ..... t,,• it s:r.,ra no,-e .`34 .• at 339 -:,42
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39. The sector principle was originally applied to Arctic

Ocean claims by Cana.3a and t,-e USSR. As applied to

Antarctica, it would create wedE'es of sovereign territory

41xendinC longitudinally from claimants' mainland

to the South Pole, or from claimed Antarctic coastal

territory to the Sou••hi Pole. Joyner, supra note 30, at

708n. 95. The sector principle is not a recognized

customary international law principle in Antarctica.

Bernhardt, supra note 34, at 332, 338.

40. Uti possidetis ,juris refers to the rights inherited

by South American claimant nations, Chile and Argentina,

from Spain, in this case, inheritance of Antarctica

Doursuant to the Bull of Pope Alexander the 7th,. 1493, in

which he divided the world between Spain and Portugal.

Conforti, Territorial Claims in Antarctica: A Modern Wgy

to Deal with an Old Problem. 19 Cornell Int'l L. J. 249"

255 (1986). Opinio juris is that, while this is a valid

regiona! customary international law principle, its

extension to Antarctica and the Southern Ocean is just-

the sýector trinci4;ie in a....s validity
ecually suspect, See F. Auburn, .-- a note . at. 4o.9-50.

41. Infr. note -5.

"Net ,i;ns, 10 Cornell ..... L .. ,T .22', 2,'7, (I.O,..5
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43. D. O'Connell, International Law 415 (2d. ed. 1970).

The Antarctic Treaty consultative parties intend to

exercise both. legislative and enforcerent jurisdiction

over Antarctic continental and shelf mineral activities.

Ste infrý: note 155 and accompanying text. For a

discussion on the distinction between the two

classifications of jurisdiction, see Wolfrumr, Compliance

.with a Minerals Resources Re.rime 181, in Antarctic

Challenges II (1985).

44. For an elaboration of activities conducted during the

International Geophysical Year, see Rutford, Summary of

Science in Antarctica Prior to and Including" the

International Geophysical Year 87-101, in Antarctic

Treaty System, An Assessment (1986).

45. Luard, su-ra note 29, at 1178.

46. F. Auburn, supra note 9, at 61.

47. Id. at 62.

4-. See supra note 28 and accomrnanying text.

49. 1 C. Hyde., International Law; 353 21dc ed. 1945).

50. Id.

1. ,,7F 2. sur7ra note 5. at I.

'4• F. Au•burn. sur-i.r'a .1:32 ;

TA

r-4. .
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55. Id.

56. Id.

57. Id.

58. P. Quigg," A Pole Apart: The Emerging Issue of

Antarctica 127 (1963).

59. F. Auburn, supra note 9, at 62.

60. Id.

61. NSF 2, supra note 5, at i.

62. Id.

63. Parriott, Territorial Claims in Antarctica: Will the

United States Be Left Out in the Cold?, Stan. J. Int'l L.

67, 102 (Spring 1986).

6 4. Id.

65. See supra note 44.

66. History, Naval Support Force Antarctica Operations 1

(19,36) [hereinafter NSFAI.

67. Id.

63. It would be a case of first impression if Antarctica

were internationally recognized as res or terra crjmmunis.

Joy ner, sura note 30. at 1-On. 10. E-,en if it were so

reocJniEed, it remains ....-- et-er nations ma

S: =lyj arpropriate its resc, urr'ce -. ,'- • r the .r'

fi t fr. nrational .

heritage of ,ankir.d,. Fcr an elabc'rat!on cf. the
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respective positions, see infra notes 136-56 and 292-94

and accompanying text.

69. International legal scholars are divided over the

issue of sovereignty over polar ice formations. See,

e.g., D. Pharand, The Law of the Sea of the Arctic 184,

188 (1973); Bernhardt, supra note 34, at 2983 F. Auburn,

supra note 9, at 32-38. Together, perkianent ice shelves

and austral summer-mobile pack ice nearly double the size

of the Antarctic continent in winter, a fact of profound

significance in the establishment of baselines for

exclusive economic zones under UNCLOS, surra note 2,

arts. 5 (normal baseline), 57 (breadth of the exclusive

economic zone). Parriott, supra note 63, at 71; Joyner,

supra note 30, at 711.

70. The International Geophysical Year was held from

July, 1957 through December, 1958. See Rutford, supra

note 44, at 87.

71. Joyner & Theis, The United States and Antarctica:

Rethinkins the Tnteralay of Law and Interestj. 20 Cornell

Int'l L. J. 65, 71n. 31 (1987).

7 2. Id.

72. NSFA. s:.7ora note 86, at W.

74._a note 2. at172
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T I. A. S. No. 4780, 400 U. N. T. 71 [hereinafter Antarctic

Treaty]. A chpy of the treaty is at )p-p. B.

7-. Id.

77. Id.

78. The treaty region includes "the area south of sixty

degrees south latitude, including all ice shelves, but

nothing in the present Treaty shall pre"judice or in any

other way affect the rights, or exercise of rights, of

any State under international law with regard to the high

seas within that area." Id., art. III.

79. Id. art. I'

80. Id., art. II.

81. Id., art. III.

82. Id., art. VII.

3. I(1., art. I.

84. Id., art. V.

85. Id.

86. This article states in pertinent part, "No acts or

activities taking place while this Treaty,' is in force

shall const.itut.e a basis for a=ser.in,-z suprt.ng" r-

denying a claim territ.orial In

Antarctica. Id. ar-:.. 'V.

a. r 'J,,Lat n: Hancibouk .. .b ia, ..q

. 11 Y78
. .e ] keO 1 !9 ,-:7 ' f .r
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Hrandbookj.

88. Id.

89. Id.

90. Antarctic Treaty., suora note 75, art. IX.

91. Handbook, supmra note 87, at A1-2.

92. Office of Oceans and Polar Affairs, Summary, The

Fourteenth Antarctic Treaty ConsultatiVe Meeting, Rio de

Janeiro, Brazil, October 5-16, 1987 1 (U.S. Dep't of

State., Dec. 1987) [hereinafter OPA].

93. Id. at 3.

94. Id. at 8.

95. Id. at 5, 12.

96. P. Quigg, supra note 58, at 158.

97. Joyner & Theis, suvra note 71,. at 72.

9;36. OPA. supra note 92. at 1.

92. 'See infra notes 122-2• 4 and accompanying text.

10. See infra text accompanying notes 155-59.

101. See infra text accompanying notes 160-68.

102. The following international organi at ions among

t..hers have considered issues conern~ng Antarctica:

Conference" of Heads of _,tat_ or Government of Non-Alined

rerof Miiste7; of the le:9ue of Aral

jPtZ nwrlrL -on ene of tije,
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of African Unity. Gee G. A. Res. 46, U.N. Doc.

A/RES/42/46 (1988), to_ be pubiished in 42 U.N. GAOR Supp.

(No. 49) [he'reinafter 1936 Res.1.

103. For exatrrible, Taiwan conducts experimental fishing in

the Southern Ocean and Saudi Arabia provides financial

support for ongoing, iceberg towing studies. NATIONAL

SCIENCE FOUNDATION, UN'ITED STATES ANTARCTIC RESEARCH

PROGRAM INFORMATION, No. 16 (Sept. 30, 1986), at 10

[hereinafter NSF 16].

104. See infra notes 128, 169 and accompanying text. For

an example of Greenpeace's commitment to environmental

issues in Antarctica see GREENPEACE International, THE

FUTURE OF THE ANTARCTIC: Background for a UN Debate

(1983) [hereinafter GREENFEACE].

105. See infra notes 260-62 and accompanying text.

106. OPA, su-rra note 92, at 5.

107. Id.

103. Id.

109. Id. at 5-6.

110. Antarctic Treaty, s-•.1raL '-rte 73, art.. IX.

"I11 CPA, ur~tnt at 1-

31 Am. '3. In.u ' 1 L. 3 ... 3 ,:.%•[ .. ...... , ii~t.irn• ... fire:-;
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113. .OPA, suzra not.. 92.,, at 1 (naming" t*e• two latest.

consu.ltative states).

114. See NSF' 1C, su-.ra note 103, at 1. 3, 5-6, 9;

Mitchell & Kilball, supra note 19, at 132. Cf. Borgese,

"The New International Economic Order and the Law of the

Sea, 14 San Diego L. Rev. 585 (1977).

115. See Extract from revort of XIIth ATCM. Handbook,

supra note 87, at 6107.

116. U.S. Dep't of State, Treaties in Force: A List of

Treaties and Other International Agreements of the United

Stateg, in Force on January 1, 1986, at 211 (1986); CPA,

Sra note 90, at 1.

117. Interview with Christina Dewey, Economics Officer,

U.S. Dep't of State, in Washington, D.C. (Feb. 19. 1988)

['hereinafter Dewey Interview]

113. See infra note 157 and accompanying text.

119. See Antarctic Treaty, sur-ra note 75, art. IX.

120. OPA. supra note 92, at 1.

121. id.

"12'2 Agreed Measures for th,= Con.e rvation of Antaýrct 4

Flora and Fauna, TJu . 2-14 17-- - ,

p .. '. ,,• . <' .... d -€ ' 1 ' , :7 . 4C..1 f-l"• "

N4o. 7-:S:2 f . ..
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June 1, 1972, 29 U. S.T. 441., T.I.A.S. No. 8o60 .

124. Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine

LivingI ResouY'ces, May 20, 1980, 80 Stat. 271, T.I.A.S.

No. 02410 (entered into force Apr. 7, 1982) [hereinafter
/,CC AMLR] .

125. Id., art. I. The Antarctic Convergence is the point

where circumpolar Antarctic cold water meets and falls

beneath warmer northern ocean water currents.

GREENFEACE. sumra note 104, at 5. The resultant

temperature disparity adversely affects plankton,. the

krill's primary food source. See Holm-Hansen, El-Sayed,

Franceschini and & Cuhel, Primary Production and the

Factors Controlling Phytoplankton Growth in the Southern

O,::.ean, in Adaptions Within the Antarctic Ecosystems:

P"roceings of the Third S.C.A.R. Symposium on Antarctic

Eiology XV (G. Llano ed. 1977).

123. The marine resources regulated by CCAMLR include:

"fin fish. molluscs, crustaceans and all other species of

living_ organisms, including birds, found south of the

A'ntarcti c Converg~ence. "CCA:'MILP'R 5::r~rc note 1"A, t..

127 .. infra app. A. f 1 r! "c" +....

. I.a. sr,•me o the is a s.. a:, .......r I

s C•- ::, . t ':-. is no- pis t• .--• 0-- •. e I .Iu..,

0
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proposed minerals ret.ime (see infra note 155 and

accompanying text. 'ee P'enerally o.oyner, supra note 30,

at 7165-17.

128. See GREENPEACE. supra note 104, at 7. 9-11.

120. Mitchell, The Southern Ocean in the 1980s, in 3

Ocean Yearbook 371 (E. Borghese & N. Ginsberg ed. 1982).

130. Id. at 369-70.

131. Id. at 370.

132. CCAMLR. spra note 124, art. V.

133. Id., art. IV.

134. Id., art. VII.

135. Article IX reads in pertinent part, "Representatives

of the Contracting Parties ... shall meet... for the purpose

of... formulating... measures regarding:-... (f)

preservation and conservation of living resources in

.Antarctica." Antarctic Treaty, su•r, note 75, art. IX.

136. In congressional hearings in 1975, Ass't Sec'y of

State Ra-7 asserted that:

Throughout the history of our involve-

ment in Antarctica, U.S. policy has

consistentlyv held that.. U. . rihtA

and interests rnu:t ., Drro

L[inclurlin:l [f]ree -acoes:; •-<

nat.ra .resuur.es . ar.'1 esar` sh ii unifor-m
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and nonpreferential rules applicable to all

counitries and nations for any possible

development of resources in the future,

U.S. Antarctic Policyf Hearinýz Before the Subooomm. on

Oceans and International Environment of the Senate Comm.

on Foreign Relations, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 30 (1975)

(statement of Dixy Lee Ray, Ass't Sec'y of State). See

al.!so Schachter, S. & Schuyler, C, supra note 11, at 30-

137. See Schachter, S. & Schuyler, C, supra note 11,

at 7-8.

138. Mitchell, supra, note 129, at 379-80.

139. See Handbook, surva not. •7, at Wl,!

140. Recommendation VII-6 (Ant.ar•tic ReSi,,urci s Effct.s

of ,inerals Explorati on), Seventh Antarctlc Co it•tjv•

Tr-eatv Consultative Party Meeting [ATCM], Wellington, New

Zealand. reprinted in Handbook., supra note 87, at 1603.

•41. Recommendation VIII-14 (Antarctio Resources -

Eff'ects of Minerals Fxplorat -on), E-hth ATCNM, Oslo,

Norway; Extract report. of VIllth ATC.. rerrinr-n+-,=

-!ndbook. suora note 37. (t -:Th.

1-_. I,-. at 1604-Orr.

al o-. r- r noe

±-:.., C i;-l ,,OO., . d-' d L;Du.e 0--4

SI 44. Rze,.rcrmnc1;x,.ion IXL- (I C ntarc t i. Mir:er= a:2 ;su
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para. 4, Ninth ATML:, London, England (1977). ___ rint,1 in

Handbook, supla note 87, at 1607.

145. Id.., pa'ra. 8.

146. Recommendation X-1 (Antarctic Mineral Resources),

para. 4(iii), Tenth ATCM., Washington. D.C. (1979),

reprinted in Handbook, sunra note 87, at 1610.

147. Id., para. 4(iii)(b).

148. See Recommendation XI-1 (Antarctic Mineral

Resources), para. 2, Eleventh ATCM, Buenos Aires,

Argentina (1981), reprinted in Handbook, suvra note 87,

at 1612.

149. See id., para. 5, 6 which read:

5. The regime should be based on the following

principles:

(a) the Consultative Parties should continue

to play an active and responsible role in

dealing with the question of Antarctic

mineral resources;

(b) the Antarctic Treaty mrust be maintained in

its entirety:

(o) protect ion o -t~h :.•j c:e Ant4arctdic environ-

ment and of its .ie.,.,. ...... c,. eo s?;stems s3chD•lc b'e
mOr e n. t.• ..-t J" f--) 1. 4

absoc~ons .- 7..err

(ci th Cornsi.:taiv 4-r ae 4- in, deal t-,~ 44
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the question of mineral resources in Antarctica,

shouldr not prejudice the interests of al 1

rmankind in Antarctica;

(e) the provisions of Article IV of the

Antarctic Treaty should not be affected by the

regime. It should ensure that the principles

embodied in Article IV are safeguarded in

application to the area covered by the

Antarctic Treaty.

6. Any agreement that may be reached on a

regime for mineral exploration and exploitation

in Antarctica elaborated by the Consultative

Parties should be acceptable and be without

prejudice to those States which have previously

rights of or claims to territorial sovereignty

in Antarctica as well as to those States which

neither recognize such rights of or claims to

territorial sovereignty in Antarctica nor,

under the provisions of the Antarotic Treaty,

assert such ri-lts or claims.

5,.,. Leweiv Intervie,,-! siv-ra n t 117.

L' I•L: , 1 :-.. . • s " : .. .' - 7
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152. For an elaboration on th, r.nchan iým of t-he re.

saee R. SIul l-1y The Antarc 11c i eral o urF

Ne,,otiations.: " Report 15-45 (Aug., 1986).

153. See Joyn er. supra note 112, at 808-901.

154. Dewey Interview., supr note 117.

155. Beeby IV, sup:ra note 151. art. 5(2).

156. Id., art. 11.

157. Id., art. 19(2)(a).

158. Id., art. 29(2)(b).

159. Decisions of the commission of "matters of

substance" [undefined] will be by two-thirds majority

vote. Id., art. 23(1). All other commission decisions

Swill be by simle majority vote. Id., art. 23(2).

Decisions of the regulatory committee will require a

simple majority vote. Id.., art.. 32. For decisions

re:gard in_ presentation or approval of a management

•chem•, that ma.orit-v must include parties that are claim

territorial sovereig'nty and parties plyin_ ±o-

exPloi-atory permits. Id.. ar'L. 29(2a). 4.b9(5) ,

S(.3), 43(1).

j. -.7r- 11NCT .,7 note

.. .... , , .... .~ K : t p ,- : .-l 8t. 7 . N. ..,.
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A/37/PV. 10 (1982).

163. See Hayaýhi, su-ra note 42. at 277-79.

164. See id.'; International Institute for Environrzient and

Development, -Report on Antarctica 1-3 (July, 1987). The

latest report is The Question of Antarctica: Report of

the Secretar, General, 42 U.N. GAOR (Agenda Item 70),

U.N. Doc. A/42/586 (1987) [hereinafter Report].

165. See Hayashi., supra note 42, at 279. For the latest

resolution, see 1988 Res., supra note 102 and

accompanying text.

166. G. A. Res. *88A, 41 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 53) at 99-

100, U.N. Doc. A/41/88A (1986).

167. See 1988 Res., supra note 102, sec. B.

168. Se id., sec. A.

169. S. Nelson, Narrative for the Briefing on U.S. Navy

Role in U.S. Antarctic Program 8A (Office of the

Oceanographer of the Navy, Dec. 17, 1987) [hereinafter

Narrative].

170. Id.

171. S. Nelson, Briefi.-ng on U.S. Navy% Role in U.S

a.ntrc'ti•.c FPro:zram o (Iffice of t - e".....t

'Navy. I%7 [.riatr; r I17-<
7:.E lc.UntiS•t- A _nt3 3.x:Vic •-r~a .... h, 2t%?

B "" ". - - I =Ell4 -'r
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Review Panel Charter 1 (Aug., 1987) [hereinafter S.afety

Panel].

174. R. Reacgan, Memorandum, Subject: United States

Antarctic Pocicy and Programs 2 (Feb. 5.. 19892)

[hereinafter Memo].

175. Narrative, supra note 169, at IIA, 16A.

176. Id. at 19A.

177. Agreement on Operations in Antarctica, Dec. 24.,

1958, United States-New Zealand, 9 U.S.T. 1502, T.I.A.S.

4151, renewed indefinitely. Oct. 18, 1960, 11 U.S.T.

2205, T.I.A.S. No. 4591 [hereinafter US-NZ].

178. Narrative, supra note 169, at 16A.

179. Memo, upra note 174, at 1.

180. Narrative, supra note 169, at 17A.

121. Briefing., suora note 171, at 9.

132. Id.

133. NSF 16, su-ra note 103, at Attachment A-2.

184. Narrative, sunra note 169, at 11A.

18•5. Biography, Captain Dwidght D. Fisher. USN (19861.

"1368. Memorandu, of gr eement.: Deartment of Defense and

ý,ational Science Found-ationr. Title: Operational and

(jistic Su 4--tD for e UT . `•. Atarctc _ra

e. Oc , r,•

... ,,,, "[tjhe e:xeroise of -' ; "rmU a .... 1it~r v~ n
o f o 89ri n j-11- n
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civilian must be consistent with Department of Justice

guidance applicable to Antarctica." Id. Such guidance,

however, is 'nonexistent. Telephone interview with Judy

Olingy, Trial' Attorney, General Litigation Division,

Department of Justice (Jan. 29, 1988).

187. Briefing, supra note 171, at 12.

188. Id.

189. Narrative, supr note 169, at 8A.

190. NSF 16. supra note 103, at 11.

191. Id.

192. Id.

193. Id.

194. Id.

195. Id. at 2-13.

19,. See infra app. A. fig. 2.

197. Se, e Parrictt.t, sur. n 6,.3 . at. 1011 F.

Auburn, surira note 9, at 75-78.

198. See, eg_., Schachter, S. & Schuyler, C., suora note

1, at 37-3`8. in which the authors illustrate a 1975 rift

in the e d.e.p ret btw F; n t "I e National Secur ...
C, t:, 'ci , I wh ioh u-." a ....... " :,. ra .... r,* on ee,1-miora,_.ion

a-i e:. ci a ion,,. of (D Antart. -`C ,in - s on nilitarv andri

C1~:t ground ` Tr th 1.mr: of, rh Ttri

T r.as.. 'y,,•...... ar.d .... ner-;::'-y . ,, ",." _h sb f=Arre, r;-:se~rvatlon ;rL .w .-
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United States of the unilate-al right to exploit

minerals, resultinr in Congress' refusal to enact

iegislation enjoining United States corporations from

AntLr,-otic minerals exploration and exploitation.

199. Joyner & Theis, sunra note 71, at 76.

200. See infra notes 297-98 and accompanying text.

201. Memo. supra note 174.

202. Id. at 1-2.

203. See Parriott. suDra note 63, at 104, citing

Antarctica: Hearing_" Before the Subcomm. on Science.

Technology and Space of the Senate Comm. on Commerce.

Science and TransD., 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 8 (1984)

(statement of R. Tucker Scully).

204. See US-NZ, supra note 177; F. Auburn, supra note 9.

at 87-71.

2-I.. Security Treaty Between Australia, New Zealand, and

the United States of America, Sept. 1, 1951. 3 U.S.T.

3-420, T.I.A.S. No. 2493, susndied bet_..een New Zealand

.n- the United States, Sept. 17, 1986 (classified joint

cc.:•]mrrn I e of Autg-. I ' -. 1986.. on file t

Fe t412 163. ..- note

¢tj-4 c I - n cr [ Flies
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1987) [hereinafter News]. In 1985, the Navy also rescued

a burn victim, at Australia's Davis Station. The victim

died en route to McMurdo. Narrative, Fim.ra note 169, at

203. See infra text accompanying notes 2213-24.

209. Antarctic Treaty, sura note 75, art. VII. This

article also requires states party to give notice to all

other parties of "any military personnel or equipment

intended to be introduced by it into Antarctica." Id.,.

art. VII(5)(c). All minerals activities in Antarctica

will be subject to similar inspection by Antarctic Treaty

article VII observers. Beeby IV, sumra note 151, art.

-13.

210. P. Q.uigg, supra note 58, at 147.

211. Joyner & Theis, supr note 71, at 81.

212. Id.; Interview with Stewart Nelson. Dir.,

intera-gency and International Affairs Div.. Office of the

Oceanographer of the Navy, in Washington, D.C. (Jan. 27,

19•..3.) [hereinafter Nelson Interview].

SF. Auburn. suora note 9. at 10. e a-

vTheý_ oviet Union and the A:nta; r.t.... C: R--ne.. 7 .
T "n ' 4, S- Er- 9 C

"1.4. '- AIaimo, Ae4-.-nta.r..:ti,-- :; lit_ . 41 Aero-
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215. Stars and Stripes. Nov. 25, 1984, Ma•az ine, at 14.

216. Id.

217. id.

218. Classifi'ed source (U.S. Army Foreign Science and

Technology Center, Apr., 1984).

219. NSF 16, surra note 103, at 2, 4.

220. Id.

221. Id. at 2.

222. Id. at 4.

223. Briefing, supra note 171, at 20.

224. See News. supra note 207.

225. Narrative, s a note 169, at 11A.

226. Id. at 19A.

227. Id.

223. Id.

229. Briefing, supra note 171, at 18.

230. Idl. at 19.

231. Antarctic Treaty, supra note 75, art. I.

232. National Science Foundation, Division of Polar

Pro•arnmsea-r Colleague Letter 2 (Apr. 17. 19,7•

J......ner ,& Th•=.zs •.zr'ri noct~e 71. at 74.
.p r.o 17. 0

e r U r, r n not c- a
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23•. Id. at 28.

237. Briefing'., supra note 171, at 13.

2 3. Id.

239. Schachter, S. & Schuyler, C., suora note 11, at 29.

240. Id.

241. Dewey Interview, supra note 117.

242. F. Auburn, supr note 9, at 77.

243. Id., n.215, citing U.S. Antarctic Program, Hearings

Before the Subcomm. on Science. Research and Technology

of the House Comm. on Science and Technology, 98th Cong.,

1st Sess. 61 (1979) (statement of Mr. Harkin).

244. Secretary of Defense Memorandum, United States

Antarctic Program Logistic Support, Oct. 16, 1971.

245. Secretary of the Navy Instruction 3160. 20B (1983).

246. Id.

247. Narrative. suora note 169, at 13A.

248. Id. at 22A.

249. Id. For a study of United States polar icebreaker

req(uirements, see U. S. Dep't of Transportation, U. S.

Coa7st Guard, Urite r St -ýes Poiar Ie- ..... _Reuirerments

'.:t udv y uy 198D4).

25.62, I-A.

I T .

%.:I. ,note 1`6.
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253. Safety Panel, ••pra note 173., at 1.

254. Nelson Interview, s,,i-ra note 212.

255. Safety Panel, supra note 173, at 3.

25S6. Id. at 2'.

257. Id.

258. See Memo. supra note 174., at 1.

259. Briefing, supra note 171, at 9.

260. See Handbook, su'ora note 87. at 1301-05.

261. Letter, supra note 232, at 3 (citing 1986-87 private

expeditions by Ninety Degrees South, Footsteps of Scott,

and Greenpeace); Narrative, supr note 169, at 22B (The

Navy assisted Footsteps of Scott after their support shiT

was crushed by ice.). For guidelines on United States

support to private expeditions, see Memorandum. Director,

Division of Polar Programs, Subject: U.S. Antarctic

Program Guidance in Implementing U.S. Policy on Private

Exr:editions in Antarctica (Oct. 23, 1987)(private

concerns must be self-sufficient; assistance will only be

rendered to save human life: res-cue cosl-s are recoverablebyT, bI F-q- a ...... ... .... 4t f n o U n ...-I

by NSF . See also Memorandum, '. •-•r' t Senior Unie.

2-.:. ,:e Representative in A ta. . . '1 7) c
Mu;,r.o ,." .... W:I. I Loc" .. ::n,-.:leo o ~e .
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tourist visits to AntarctCica was in 1 9 74-7-5 when 3,750

tourists from, seven cruise ships visited the Antarctic

Peninsula, Victoria Land, and Ross Island. Handbook-,

suara note 87r, at 1301.

263. Beeby IV, s-upra note 151, art. 17.

264. Letter, surra note 232. at 4; Supplement to the

United Kingdom Antarctic Treaty Exchange of. Information

Under Article VII(5) for 1986-87, Greenpeace Antarctic

Expedition: Environmental Impact Assessment 9 (1987).

265. See AF Photo, Stars and Stripes, Feb. 11, 1987, at

3.

266. See The Antarctica Project and Greenpeace,

International, 9 Antarctica Briefing, The French

Airstrip - A Breach of Antarctica Treaty Rules? 1-9

(July 30. 1986).

267. Department of State Telegram, Subject: Sixth Annual

Meeting of CCAMLR 3 (Nov. 13, 1987).

263. Dewey Interview, supra note 117.

269. Narrative, sixpr note 169, at 22D.

270. Id. at 16R.

271. Nelson-r It•eriew . ra t. .. . The r Q.. 1.•'e.1 ent

for ns ,:tii trlc 4rcr:.-., ,e,'. D.. . ..... .

the Navy '-fianual of the- .,iui ,,:--u_ ur. nt.- , rr-
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NAVMED Forms 6520-9 and 6520-10. Id. At an Au-., 1937

N SF/NA'A-s-onore' -conference, Justice in the Ant, ti c,.

Srr--ae and th• Military, Navy psychiatrists attributed the

lack of crime- in the U.S. Antarctic Program largely to

the extensive psychological prescreenin.g that personnel

undergo before deploying to Antarctica. Telephone

interview with LTC F. Kenneth Schwetje' Chief of Space

Law. U.'S. Air Force Judge Advocate General's Dep t,

Washington, D.C. (Mar. 17, 1988).

272. See Antarctica Treaty, supra note 75, art. VIII(1).

"270. Id., art. VIII(2)("[T]he Contracting Parties

concerned in any case of dispute with regard to the

e.xercise of jurisdiction in Antarctica shall immediately

consult together with a view to reaching a mutually

ac:ceptable solution.")

274. Uniform Code of Military Justice art. 5, 64 Stat.

i00o.: 110 (19,50) (current version at 10 U.S.C. § 805

"215. 18 U.S. C.A. § 7(7) (Wes•t. _upp. 1986).

7. 7 U .S.C. § 7 9832.

.tntd States v. Escamilla, 1.1 F.2d .41 (4t

'" . 17 )} ( omilde r i i _n

-D- 1"ontin• Ati: ice formaticn wit-,in,- J n rý-

_-:'ieir? and r>.,r.rrit r-'ioLi .u r sdic z Irn :.,:' . S.
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27,. See Bilder, Contr.l _, Criminal Co c, t i n

Antarctica, 52 Va. L. Rev. 231, 260-62 (166).

279 Memo, fL1pra note 17".

2180. IT . at 2-.

281. NSF 16 s.rra note 103, at 1.

28 2, . Narrative, su'cra note 169. at 12A.

2 3. Id. at 22B.

27,4. See Memo, sunra note 174, at 1 ("The United States

Antarctic Program shall be maintained at a level

providing an active and influential presence in

Antarctica designed to support the range of U.S.

Antarctic interests.").

235. See, e.g. , Greer v. Spock, 424 U.S. 823, 840

(1976)("There is nothing in the Constitution that

,lis.ables a military commander from acting to avert what

he perceives to be a clear danger to the loyalt.y,

discipline, or morale of troops on the base under his

command. "); Cafeteria and Restaurant Workers Union v.

,,Elroy.. 367 U.S. 826, 39' (196I)•(Commanders have a

"h-is•orically unquestioned o .er." to =-1 clude f..sn. tromn

8 .e. s..,nra not ", , •2•7 n ,d-c _c..Fo n.-.' "---

',� statutorv- y i a. . - f1. of li Sr . 2.- " "

-- e d from . S r, mna' :Ur - y -re4
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nationals immune from U.S. juris•dition under Art.

VIII(l) of the Anrtarctic Treaty. se sumra note 272*. and

accompanying' text.

288. Ag5reermienft Between the Parties to the North Atlantic

Treaty Regarding the Status of Their Forces, June 19,

1951 [1953], 4 U.'S.T. 1792, T.I.A.S. No. 2846, 199

U.N.T.S. 67 (hereinafter NATO SOFA). See also

Supplementary Agreement to the NATO Status of Forces

Agreement with Respect to Forces Stationed in the Federal

Republic of Germany, Aug. 3, 1959 [1963], 14 U.S.T. 531,

T.I.A.'S. No. 5351, 481 U.N.T.S. 262 (hereinafter Suppl.

Agreement).

239. See NATO SOFA. surra note 288, art. VII; Suppl.

Alreement. supra note 283, art. 1!9.

o. .See id.

291. To achieve consensus for a jurisdictional agreement,

the agreement must. as the minerals regime does,

incorm:orate art. IV of the Antarctic. t T eaty. ae2

notes and 156 and a..compan/iný... te...

.....ee supra note 217i2 an c-i"' - ..

Art i le T IT-, Te19
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of the Contracting Parties relating to jurisdiction

over all other persons in Antarctica, observers

designated under paragraph 1 of Article VII and

scientific personnel exchanged under sub-paragraph

1(b) of Article III of the Treaty, and mermbers of

the staffs accompanying any such.persons, shall be

subject only to the jurisdiction of the Contracting

Party of which they are nationals in respect to all

acts or omissions occurring while they are in

Antarctica for the purpose of exercising their

functions.

Antarctic Treaty, supra note 75, art. VIII(I).

294. States not party to the jurisdictional agreement

might successfully argue that assertions of jurisdiction

over their nationals by Antarctic Treaty parties violate

customary international law. See Bilder, surra note 278,

at 276.

295. As used in this discussion, the term "accommodation"

refers to the process by which a state or group of states

reconcile crompetingi national interests in an attemp~t to

rea:h consensus with other interated states.

20"0:!, snte 88 and acncmr --an,,-.. t.e:xt.

27WeUn'ized Nati.ons Dept ,of Publ=ic information,.

Everyone's United Nations I69 410t•h a.d. ) ("T1e
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1959 Antarctic Treaty is the first international

agreement to provide for the absence of nuclear we.apons

in a specifie area ... The provisions of the Treaty

appear to have been scrupulously observed. ") [hereinafter

EVERYONE'S U.N.].

298. See GREENPEACE, suora note 104, at 6 ("[T]Ihe

[Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties] have a reasonably

good record of environmental awareness .....

299. Antarctic Treaty, supra note 75, art. XII(2). Any

modification or amendment to the treaty after June 23,

1991 will require only majority approval of consultative

parties present at a given meeting. Id., art. XII(2)(b).

"Subsequent failure of the parties to unanimously ratify

any such amendment or modification within two years may

result in withdrawal from the treaty by any party. Id.,

art. XII(2)(b)-(c).

300. For an account of the development of the principle,

see ZuIeta. The Law of the Sea After MontteIo Bav. 20 San

E L Rev. 475, 481-83 (1 Larschan & Brennan, The

,C.-rnon r .... of MI.ank.ind Princiol e in lnternational

L•::v,• • Col. Q. Tr Tct.iqnu L. 30,, I . ..

im.-.. . ish•cd in ,"'' the •'our :- m mbe. zhi D now

e:..* , 13")0. Thian rx- iams, fhe ... ,. : :.f •' .

the. ir, ited .;.t ., .A. Em 'n . For,. in .... L_...1 the
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Sea, 16 San Diego L. Rev. 555 (1979); Schachter., S. &

Schuyler, C.', suora note 11, at 11-15.

.02. Surra note 2. Twenty four Antarctic Treaty parties

are signatories to UNCLOS. Id.

303. S e._ ., Simma, The Antarctic Treaty as a Treat.

Providinfr an "-Obective ime, 19 Cornell Int'1 L.

J. 189 (1986); Wolfrum, The Use of Antarctic Non-Livinf

Resources: The Search for a Trustee 143, in Antarctic

Challenge (1983).

304. See U. N. CHARTER, art. 76, which reads in pertinent

part:

The basic objectives of the trusteeship

system, in accordance with the purposes of

the United Nations laid down in Article 1 of

the present Charter, shall be:

a. to further international peace and

security;

b. to promote ... political, economic, social,

and ed__ucaonal advancwernent .

;to encur-e reszre:-t for, r...n --h' anti for

thc' fuindaena - .. a. e" n •wi"o-t.

D,_ n ,a , e .... j O': D'eco.<, z2: i c n r f -

lin ., t .__-,'et -ncce c -the peopL. Is T ,Lb.• -or "
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and;

d. to 'ensure equal treatmenit in social,

economic, and commercial matters for all

members of the United Nations and their

nationals ....

"3015. See Wash. Post, Nov. 19. 1987, at A5t, col. 1

("Malaysian Ambassador Dato Yusof Hitam and Australian

Ambassador Richard Wolcott, who represented the treaty

parties, came close to a compromise that would have

resulted in U.N. participation in "appropriate" treaty

meetings. But the effort failed over the issue of

whether the text would have established the principle of

internationalization. ").

30$. S,:ee Report, supra note 164, at 5.

:307. See surra note 93 and accompanying text.

:3 0:3 Report, supra note 164, at 5.

".09. Beeby IV, sura note 151, art. 52(2)(a).

Id. , I art. 19(4)(b.,, 4 3

2ll Id.. art. 5(2). The United Nations considers the

"s-a-bed and ceean floor and ou1-oil ther,-eo f. b-=nd , t

i s of na. ional i•. . . . .... ..

'" :. ovre, . L € :::1"-- <" .... "u<r~ i-c.~at. ..... .... . ..c uf't
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minerals regime include the deep seabed south of sixty

degrees south latitude. Dewey Interview, supra note 117.

312. In U.N. votes on all resolutions except the South

Africa issue, the Antarctic Treaty consultative parties

and all acceding states have either abstained or declined

to participate. See supra notes 166-68 and accompanying

text.

313. This is evidenced by Australian Ambassador Wolcott's

reply to the U.N. General Assembly's 1987 Resolution

calling on the Antarctic-Treaty consultative parties to

exclude South Africa from consultative status, supr note

1683, in which he admonished that any consultative party

hosting an Antarctic Treaty consultative meeting must

include South Africa. 42 U.N. GAOR (Agenda Item 70) at
2. 3, U.N. Doc. A/42/587 (1987). Wolcott tempered his

warning by adding that South African particio••ion would

not have a bearing on "broader forei'n policy

obkjectives. " Id.

314. In the 4!st Session, fourteen Antarctic Tr-eaty

ýartFe s (five of them consu.I•at ,e pr A ;:r - Ar- n tI na.

". ), I a, Brazil, B u •'a r i -a-. Chi:.a. Ic.,:-s C.... a.

;r- G rman Fiat c -er-u'7 F .- ' : , e~

'o ;ilid , .. r..... 7n 1 "
R ~ ~ n a, an V.. C*t .,,.J ] ... •j ,_ .\ .

e:<._ lud ing Sou i Af.. . . •~t;r104 ...
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4
saltu . 41 U.N. GAOR (9Hth plen. mtg. at 36, U.N. Doc.

A/41•,I,,V.96 (1986) . In the 42cd Session., fifteen Antarctic

Tre.ty parties, (six of them consultative parties..

including the German Democratic Republic), including

Ecuador, voted in favor of exclusion of South Africa from

consultative status. 42 U.N. GAOR (85th plen. mtg.) at

50, U.N. Doc. A/42/PV.85 (1987).

315. See 42 U.N. GAOR (Agenda Item 70) at 2, 3, U.N. Doc.

A/42/587 (1937).

316. See supra note 155 and accompanying text. Cf.

UNCLOS, supr note 2, art. 2, 55.

317. S.e UNCLOS, supra note 2, art. 197 (Co-operation on

a global or regional basis), 237 (Obligations under other

conventions on the protection and preservation of the

marine environment). 242 (Promotion of international co-

operation), 311 (Relation to other conventions and

international agreements).

318. See U.N. Charter, art. 1, para. 1-4, which state in

pertinent part that the purposes of the United Nations

i nc I u d

1. To maintain In.e.... L•,.nai peac and

secturtiv ani t- th e:. t& tZ-ke effi=-v 4-e

,-o ue rm:,ve maa.ires : .e. t,, ••, p•. re-•, n..i.n ;•r

1o5the peace. and .
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to bring about by peaceful means. an, in

confor';.,it with the principles of " sic

and international law, adjustment or

settlement of international disputes or

situations which might lead t.:k a breach

of the peace;

2. To develop friendly relations among

actions based on respect for the

principle of equal rights ... , and to

:take other appropriate measures to

strengthen universal peace;

3. To achieve international co-operation

in solving international problems of an

economic, social, cultural, or

humanitarian character ... , and;

4. To be a centre for harmonizing the

actions of nations in the attainment of

these common ends.

319. See infra notes 312-15 and accormipanying text.

Consuitative parties whose raceýs. are directlyffected by

whit:e %otrh Afr.-an rarism hiave e', sarL .iu1 ýarlyvocD

tL ..... e,_ :"• ,: .. s iswr.ion . the o_,•' S '•',: Afts can Thei.. .... • •. d• ... •• me

in the recent pts -. n the !I7 4 2Z,, i i 4 t. i Generaa

Aseml dh:•e vr speio f 8,.uhAri:: 'ro t':•
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body, the Indian delegate remarked:

No amohint of pressure, influence and persuasion

have so.far deflected the white re frot its

chosen doc-trine of racial supremacy over the

blac-_k-s, the browns and the Coloured people. The

question now facing us is simply this: Should we

continue to address recommendations to that racist

regime which has remained impervious and

indifferent to our resolutions? I suggest that

that is a valid question in the light of our

unfortunate experience with past resolutions.

It is not surprising that in such a situation

the majority of the Members of the United Nations

should feel that it is quite hopeless to expect

SouthAfrica to respond positively to our

recommendations. What, then, are the options open

to us? The expulsion of the white re_,'ime in terms

of Article 6 of the Charter is certainly one of the

optiorns but, unfortunate l.y three permanent members

of the ,ecurztV Cor,_,, 1 . in vetoed such a Iou.r-s

of action. V e may ea. e m i smilar die iscion "n

r,:- rd ai'- t"r ,-.c ctiý tu ( s E-,,u ts. Af -.Di "J 1-1C

D" Arice o• ,of tz le Ta ri r

.72en. : a"
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Mr. Jaipal), U.N. Doc. A/29/PFV.2281 (1974).

(From 197,0-74, the U.N. General Assembly did not

accept South Africa's credentials to participate in the

Assembly's regular sessions. At the 1974 session, the

President of the General Assembly noted that such refusal

to accept credentials "is tantamount to saying in

explicit terms that the General Assembly refuses to allow

the delegation of South Africa to participate in its

work." EVERYONE'S U.N., sunra note 297, at 83. Since

1974, South Africa has been officially excluded from

United Nations participation. See id., G. A. Res. 3206,

29 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 31) at 2, 10, U.N. Doc.

A/RES/29/3206 (1974)).
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Text of the Antarctic Treaty

The Governments of Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Chile, the French Republic,
Japan, New Zealand, Norway, the Union of South Africa, the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
and the United States of America, - 'i:.,. -

. .. ., . . .• :- - . ", .. : .. . L o. ' , * .. . -.4

Recognizing that it is in the interest of all mankind that Antarctica shall
continue for ever to be used exclusively for peaceful purposes and shall not
become the scene or object of international discord;

Acknowledging the substantial contributions to scientific knowledge resul-
ting from international co-operation in scientific investigation in Antarc-

Convinced that the establishment of a firm foundation for the continuation
and development of such co-operation on the basis of freedom of scientific
investigation in Antarctica as applied during the International Geophysical
Year accords with the interests of science and the progress of all mankind;

Convinced also that a treaty ensuring the use of Antarctica for peaceful
purposes only and the continuance of international harmony in Antarctica will
further the purposes and principles embodied in the Charter of the United
Nations;

Have agreed as follows:

Article I

I. Antarctica shall be used for peaceful purposes only. There shall be
prohibited, inter alia, any measure of a military nature, such as the estab-
lishment of military bases and fortifications, the carrying out of military
manoeuvres, as well as the testing of any type of weapon.

2. The present Treaty shall not prevent the use of military personnel or
equipment for scientific research or for any other peaceful purpose.

Article II

Freedom of scientific investigation in Antarctica and co-operation toward
that end, as applied during the International Geophysical Year, shall conti-
nue, subject to the provisions 'of the present Treaty.
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Article HI

1. In order to promote international co-operation in scientific investi-9 gation in Antarctica, as provided for in Article II of the present Treaty, the
Contracting Parties agree that, to the greatest extent feasible and practic-
able:

(a) information regarding plans for scientific programs in Antarctica shall
be exchanged to permit maximum economy of and efficiency of operations;

(b) scientific personnel shall be exchanged in Antarctica between expedi-
tions and stations;

(c) scientific observations and results from Antarctica shall be exchanged
and made freely available.

2. In implementing this Article, every encouragement shall be given to the
establishment of co-operative working relations with those Specialized Agen-
cies of the United Nations and other international organizations having a
scientific or technical interest in Antarctica.

Article IV

1. Nothing contained in the present Treaty shall be interpreted as:
(a) a renunciation by any Contracting Party of previously asserted rights of

or claims to territorial sovereignty in Antarctica;
(b) a renunciation or diminution by any Contracting Party of any basis of

claim to territorial sovereignty in Antarctica which it may have whether
as a result of its activities or those of of its nationals in Antarc-
tica, or otherwise;

(c) prejudicing the position of and Contracting Party as regards its
recognition or non-recognition of any other State's rights of or claim
or basis of claim to territorial sovereignty in Antarctica.

2. No acts or activities taking place while the present Treaty is in force
shall constitute a basis for asserting, supporting or denying a claim to
territorial sovereignty in Antarctica or create any rights of sovereignty in
Antarctica. No new claim, or enlargement of an existing claim, to territorial
sovereignty in Antarctica shall be asserted while the present Treaty is in
force.

Article V

1. Any nuclear explosions in Antarctica and the disposal there of radio-
active waste material shall be prohibited.

2. In the event of the conclusion of international agreements concerning
the use of nuclear energy, including nuclear explosions and the disposal of
radioactive waste material, to which all of the Contracting Parties whose
representatives are entitled to participate in the meetings provided for under
Article IX are parties, the rules established under such agreements shall
apply in Antarctica.

B
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Article VI

The provisions of the present Treaty shall apply to the area south of 600

South Latitude, including all ice shelves, but nothing in the present Treaty
shall prejudice or in any way affect the rights, or the exercise of the
rights, of any State under international law with regard to the high seas
within that area.

Article VII

1. In order to promote the objectives and ensure the observance of the
provisions of the present Treaty, each Contracting Party whose representatives
are entitled to participate in the meetings referred to in Article IX of the
Treaty shall have the right to designate observers to carry out any inspection
provided for by the present Article. Observers shall be nationals of the
Contracting Parties which designate them. The names of observers shall be
communicated to every other Contracting Party having the right to designate
observers, and like notice shall be given of the termination of their appoint-.
ment.

2. Each observer designated in accordance with the provisions of paragraph
I of this Article shall have complete freedom of access at any time to any or
all areas' of Antarctica.

3. All areas of Antarctica, including all stations, installations and
equipment within those areas, and all ships and aircraft at points of dis-
charging or embarking cargoes or personnel in Antarctica, shall be open at all
times to inspection by any observers designated in accordance with paragraph I
of this Article.

4. Aerial observation may be carried out at any time over any or all areas
of Antarctica by any of the Contracting Parties having the right to designate
observers.

5. Each Contracting Party shall, at the time when the present Treaty enters
into force for it, inform the other Contracting Parties, and thereafter shall
give them notice in advance, of

(a) all expeditions to and within Antarctica, on the part of its ships or
nationals, and all expeditions to Antarctica organized in or proceeding
from its territory;

(b) all stations in Antarctica occupied by its nationals; and
(c) any military personnel or equipment intended to be introduced by it into

Antarctica subject to the conditions prescribed in paragraph 2 of
Article I of the present Treaty.

Article VIII

1. In order to facilitate the exercise of their functions under the present
Treaty, and without prejudice to the respective positions of the Contracting

B-3
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Parties relating to jurisdiction over all other persons in Antarctica, obser-

vers designated under paragraph I of Article VII and scientific personnel
exchanged under sub-paragraph l(b) of Article III of the Treaty, and members
of the staffs accompanying any such persons, shall be subject only to the
jurisdiction of the Contracting Party of which they are nationals in respect
of all acts or omissions occurring while they are in Antarctica for the
purpose of exercising their functions.

2. Without prejudice to the provisions of paragraph I of this Article, and
pending the adoption of measures in pursuance of sub-paragraph l(e) of Article
IX, the Contracting Parties concerned in any case of dispute with regard to
the exercise of jurisdiction in Antarctica shall immediately consult together
with a view to reaching a mutually acceptable solution.

Article IX

1. Representatives of the Contracting Parties named in the preamble to the
present Treaty shall meet at the City of Canberra within two months after the
date of entry into force of the Treaty, and thereafter at suitable intervals
and places, for the purpose of exchanging information, consulting together on
matters of common interest pertaining to Antarctica, and formulating and
considering, and recommending to their Governments, measures in furtherance of
the principles and objectives of the Treaty, including measures regarding:-

(a) use of Antarctica for peaceful purposes only;
(b) facilitation of scientific research in Antarctica;
(c) facilitation of international scientific co-operation in Antarctica;
(d) facilitation of the exercise of the rights of inspection provided for in

Article VII of the Treaty
(e) questions relating to the exercise of jurisdiction in Antarctica;

(f) preservation and conservation of living resources in Antarctica.

2. Each Contracting Party which has become a party to the present Treaty by
accession under Article XIII shall be entitled to appoint representatives to
participate in the meetings referred to in paragraph I of the present Article,
during such times as that Contracting Party demonstrates its interest in
Antarctica by conducting substantial research activity there, such as the
establishment of a scientific station or the despatch of a scientific expedi-
tion.

3. Reports from the observers referred to in Article VII of the present
Treaty shall be transmitted to the representatives of the Contracting Parties
participating in the meetings referred to in paragraph I of the present Art-
icle.

4. The measures referred to in paragraph I of this Article shall become
effective when approved by all the Contracting Parties whose representatives
were entitled to participate in the meetings held to consider those measures.

5. Any or all of the rights established in the present Treaty may be
exercised as from the date of entry into force of the Treaty whether or not
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any measures facilitating the exercise of such rights have been proposed,
considered or approved as provided in this Article.

Article X

Each of the Contracting Parties undertakes to exert appropriate efforts,
consistent with the Charter of the United Nations, to the end that no one
engages in any activity in Antarctica contrary to the principles or purposes
of the present Treaty.

Article XI

1. If any dispute arises between two or more of the Contracting Parties
concerning the interpretation or application of the present Treaty, those
Contracting Parties shall consult among themselves with a view to having the
dispute resolved by negotiation, inquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitra-
tion, judicial settlement or other peaceful means of their own choice.

2. Any dispute of this character not so resolved shall, with the consent,
in each case, of all parties to the dispute, be referred to the International
Court of Justice for settlement; but failure to reach agreement on reference
to the International Court shall not absolve parties to the dispute from the
responsibility of continuing to seek to resolve it by any of the various
peaceful means referred to in paragraph I of this Article.

Article XI1

1. (a) The present Treaty may be modified or amended at any time by unani-
mous agreement of the Contracting Parties whose representatives are entitled
to participate in the meetings provided for under Article IX. Any such modi-
fication or amendment shall enter into force when the depositary Government
has received notice from all such Contracting Parties that they have ratified
it.

(b) Such modification or amendment shall thereafter enter into force as
to any other Contracting Party when notice of ratification by it has been
received by the depositary Government. Any such Contracting Party from which
no notice of ratification is received within a period of two years from the
date of entry into force of the modification or amendment in accordance with
the provision of sub-paragraph l(a) of this Article shall be deemed to have
withdrawn from the present Treaty on the date of the expiration of such
period.

2. (a) If after the expiration of thirty years from the date of entry into
force of the present Treaty, any of the Contracting Parties whose representa-
tives are entitled to participate in the meetings provided for under Article
IX so requests by a communication addressed to the. depositary Government, a
Conference of all the Contracting Parties shall be held as soon as practicable

* to review the operation of the Treaty.
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(b) Any modification or amendment to the present Treaty which is appro-
ved at such a Conference by a majority of the Contracting Parties there
represented, including a majority of those whose representatives are entitled
to participate in the meetings provided for under Article IX, shall be commu-
nicated by the depositary Government to. all Contracting Parties immediately
after the termination of the Conference and shall enter into force in accor-
dance with the provisions of paragraph I of the present Article.

(c) If any such modification or amendment has not entered into force in
accordance with the provisions of sub-paragraph l(a) of this Article within a
period of two years after the date of its communication to all the Contracting
Parties, any Contracting Party may at any time after the expiration of that
period give notice to the depositary Government of its withdrawal from the
present Treaty; and such withdrawal shall take effect two years after the
receipt of the notice by the depositary Government.

Article XIII

1. The present Treaty shall be subject to ratification by the signatory
States. It shall be open for accession by any State which is a Member of the
United Nations, or by any other State which may be invited to accede to the
Treaty with the consent of all the Contracting Parties whose representatives
are entitled to participate in the meetings provided for under Article IX of
the Treaty.

2. Ratification of or accession to the present Treaty shall be effected by
each State in accordance with its constitutional processes.

3. Instruments of ratification and instruments of accession shall be depo-
sited with the Government of the United States of America, hereby designated
as the depositary Government.

4. The depositary Government shall inform all signatory and acceding States
of the date of each deposit of an instrument of ratification or accession, and
the date of entry into force of the Treaty and of any modification or amend-
ment thereto.

5. Upon the deposit of instruments of ratification by all the signatory
States, the present Treaty shall enter into force for those States and for
States which have deposited instruments of accession. Thereafter the Treaty
shall enter into force for any acceding State upon the deposit of its instru-
ments of accession..

6. The present Treaty shall be registered by the depositary Government
pursuant to Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.

Article XIV

The present Treaty, done in the English, French, Russian and Spanish lan-
guages, each version being equally authentic, shall be deposited in the arch-
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ives of the Government of the United States of America, which shall transmitduly certified copies thereof to the Governments of the signatory and acceding
States.
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